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Abstract

Changes stemming largely from implementation of the Affordable Care Act (ACA) could affect hospitals’ finances significantly. Although the ACA reduces Medicare’s payment updates for hospitals, it also expands insurance coverage, which should reduce hospitals’ costs for uncompensated care. To examine the effects of those and other provisions of federal law, this paper calculates hospitals’ profit margins and the share of hospitals that might lose money in 2025 under several illustrative scenarios. The analysis focuses on about 3,000 hospitals that provide acute care and are subject to Medicare’s cuts in payment updates, and it thus excludes most rural hospitals. Before the ACA’s main changes took effect, about one-quarter of the hospitals covered by this analysis reported negative profit margins in a given year, on average—but most of those unprofitable hospitals have been able to continue operating.

Those hospitals may face significant pressure in the future, but the extent of that pressure and their profit margins will depend crucially on their productivity growth. If they achieve the same productivity growth as the economy as a whole—and if they use those gains in productivity to limit the growth of their costs and do not respond to financial pressures in other ways—then the share of those hospitals with negative margins would rise to 41 percent in 2025. But if those hospitals do not improve their productivity at all, or do not use any of their productivity gains to limit their costs, then that share would rise to 60 percent in 2025. A key limitation of this analysis, however, is that we cannot account for hospitals’ responses to those financial pressures. Therefore, the calculations are illustrative and are not a projection of what will happen under current law, and we cannot estimate whether access to care or quality of care would suffer as a result. The hospitals we examined would have to increase the growth of total revenues or reduce the growth of total costs by an additional 0.2 percent to 0.5 percent per year to achieve the same level of average profitability in 2025 as they obtained in 2011; whether that would be easy or difficult is unclear.
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1. Summary

Hospitals play a central role in the delivery of health care but face conflicting pressures on their finances that may intensify in the future. In particular, the Affordable Care Act (ACA) specifies that the annual increases in Medicare’s payment rates for most hospitals will be smaller than they would have been under prior law. At the same time, the ACA is projected to substantially increase the number of people who have health insurance, which should improve hospitals’ financial health by reducing the amount of care they provide to uninsured patients—many of whom pay little or nothing for their care.

The net impact of those financial pressures and other developments on hospitals’ profitability is an important consideration for the Congressional Budget Office’s projections of federal spending and analyses of policy proposals. For example, some people have expressed concern that hospitals will face such severe financial pressure that many will be forced to close or merge with other institutions and that patients’ access to care and quality of care will diminish. Alternatively, some analysts believe that greater financial pressure will force hospitals to control their costs more effectively than they may have done in the past. A better understanding of the degree of financial pressure facing hospitals and the potential implications for their financial health and patient care will be important both for policymakers considering changes to the Medicare program and for analysts evaluating those changes.

To understand better the financial pressures facing hospitals, we projected hospitals’ profit margins over the next decade under several illustrative scenarios that incorporate key provisions of the ACA and other factors. The analysis focused on about 3,000 hospitals that provide acute care to the general population and are subject to Medicare’s cuts in payment updates. The excluded hospitals collectively account for only about 10 percent of all spending in acute care hospitals, and the majority of acute care hospitals located in rural areas were excluded from the analysis.

As a starting point for the analysis, we estimated that the average profit margin across those hospitals was 6.0 percent in 2011 and that about 27 percent of them had negative profit margins (in other words, they lost money) in that year. That share may be surprisingly high but is similar to the shares of hospitals with negative annual profit margins over the past two decades and thus may represent a sustainable situation. A key feature of the hospital industry that affects margins is that nearly 60 percent of hospitals are nonprofit organizations and about 20 percent are publicly owned. Both types of hospitals tend to generate lower margins than for-profit hospitals, both because they do not have shareholders seeking a financial return on their investment and because they are required to reinvest any surpluses they generate in the hospital’s operations.

The illustrative scenarios examined in this paper took into account the scheduled cuts in Medicare’s payment updates, the insurance expansion, other types of payment cuts under Medicare, and the aging of the population. The scenarios did not, however, seek to account for various ways in which hospitals might respond to those financial pressures—so the resulting calculations are not a projection of what will happen under current law but instead are a measure of the financial challenges facing hospitals in the future.

The main implication of our analysis is that the magnitude of those challenges depends crucially on whether and to what extent hospitals can improve their productivity over time—that is, whether they can produce the same output (treatments and procedures) at the same quality with fewer inputs. In general, hospitals could use improvements in their productivity to increase the quality of care they provide (and
some evidence suggests that they have done so in the past). For this analysis, however, we assumed that increases in hospitals’ productivity would be used instead to limit the growth of their costs. Using that approach, the scenarios that we examined ultimately yielded the following results for hospitals that are subject to the rate reductions:

- If they were able to improve their productivity in line with productivity growth in the economy as a whole—by about 0.8 percent per year, on average, through 2025, according to CBO’s estimates—then the share of those hospitals with negative profit margins would increase to 41 percent in 2025, and the average profit margin would fall to 3.3 percent. That assumption regarding hospitals’ productivity growth is supported by some recent evidence.

- If, instead, those hospitals were able to improve their productivity by 0.4 percent per year, an assumption that some research supports, the share of them with negative profit margins would increase to 51 percent in 2025, and the average profit margin would fall to 1.6 percent.

- If those hospitals were unable to increase their productivity (or reduce cost growth in some other way), then the share of them with negative profit margins would increase to 60 percent in 2025, and the average profit margin would fall to negative 0.2 percent.

To hold their aggregate profit margins in 2025 at about the 2011 level of 6.0 percent, the hospitals that we examined would have to increase total revenues or reduce total costs by an additional 0.2 percent per year (if they can increase productivity at the economywide rate) or by an additional 0.5 percent per year (if they are unable to reduce costs through higher productivity). In those calculations, hospitals would have to increase revenues without increasing costs, reduce costs without reducing revenues, or achieve a combination of revenue increases and cost reductions. Contrary to what our calculations would indicate, hospitals’ margins continued to increase between 2011 and 2014. However, we cannot account for hospitals’ responses to the financial pressures they will face, so we cannot know how easy or difficult it will be for hospitals to maintain their margins in the future.

The finding that hospitals’ profitability depends centrally on their productivity growth reflects the fact that Medicare’s payment updates for hospitals now depend on the overall rate of productivity growth in the economy. The ACA generally specified that the payment update each year equal the estimated percentage change in the average price of hospitals’ inputs minus the estimated growth in productivity in the economy overall. (The ACA imposed additional reductions through 2019 that vary by year but are, on average, smaller than the productivity-related reductions; subsequent legislation has reduced those payments further.) Consequently, if hospitals were not able to increase their productivity by enough to fully offset those reductions in payment updates—or did not use those productivity gains to reduce the growth of their costs—then Medicare’s payments would not keep pace with the costs of treating those patients, and hospitals’ profit margins would decline (holding all other factors equal). For this analysis, we assumed that commercial payment rates would grow in parallel with hospitals’ costs but that Medicaid rates could grow more slowly because they may be constrained by the growth in Medicare’s rates, depending on the scenario.

In addition to scheduled cuts in Medicare’s payment updates, other factors will affect hospitals’ finances in competing ways. On the one hand, the aging of the population tends to reduce hospitals’ profit margins because people typically shift from private insurance to Medicare as their primary source of coverage at age 65, and Medicare’s payment rates for hospitals are generally lower than the rates that private health
insurance plans pay. On the other hand, the expansion of insurance coverage tends to improve hospitals’ finances, because of the increase in paying customers. However, CBO projects that the effect of the expansion on insurance coverage rates will be fully realized by 2025, and in that case it would not further improve hospitals’ finances in subsequent years.

Although those calculations may raise substantial concerns, we are not able to draw any conclusions in this paper about their likely implications for spending on, access to, or quality of care. Evaluating those effects would require projecting how hospitals will respond to the increased financial pressure and how those responses will affect access and quality, but in our judgment there is insufficient evidence from the research literature or other sources from which to develop such estimates. To the extent that hospitals face declining profit margins, they could try to improve those margins by increasing their revenues or by reducing their costs—perhaps by taking new steps to boost their productivity or by cutting costs in ways that might reduce the quality of care they provide. (Because the quality of health care is hard to measure properly, determining whether particular steps that hospitals take to control their costs have adverse effects on quality will be difficult.) If those strategies to cut costs or boost revenues proved unsuccessful, however, unprofitable hospitals could be forced to close or merge with another hospital. We conclude this paper by discussing those possible responses in general terms, but a full analysis of them and their implications for hospitals’ profit margins and spending on health care would be difficult and is beyond the scope of this paper.

2. Background on Hospitals’ Financial Performance and Productivity

Under the approach to setting Medicare payment updates specified in the ACA, the financial performance of hospitals will depend crucially on how their productivity growth compares with that of the economy as a whole, because that will help determine whether hospitals’ costs grow faster than or in line with Medicare’s payments. Measuring productivity growth in the hospital industry—and the health care sector in general—is challenging, however, and there is considerable uncertainty about the extent to which hospitals have increased their productivity in the past. This section examines hospitals’ financial performance over the past two decades, the limited evidence available on their productivity growth, and the challenges in measuring that growth.

We begin by examining historical data on hospitals’ profit margins and exploring the major components of hospitals’ revenues and costs. Throughout this paper, we focus on the total all-payer margin of hospitals, which for a given hospital is defined as its total revenues from all sources minus its total costs, divided by its total revenues. We focus on the total all-payer margin because our objective is to project the effects of the ACA’s reduction in Medicare payment updates, coverage expansions, and other factors on the overall financial performance of hospitals.

Some studies examine other measures of hospitals’ financial performance, such as the margin from serving Medicare patients and the margin from hospital operations, but those measures provide a less complete assessment of hospitals’ financial performance than the total all-payer margin. Those other measures are also subject to greater error and may reflect somewhat arbitrary accounting conventions. Estimating a hospital’s Medicare margin, for example, requires allocating the hospital’s costs across patients classified by type of insurance, which introduces considerable potential for misclassification.
Those allocations may also reflect accounting practices adopted when Medicare paid hospitals on the basis of their own reported costs, which provided an incentive to attribute costs to Medicare patients.

**Historical Trends in Hospitals’ Margins**

According to data compiled by the American Hospital Association (AHA) from its annual survey of hospitals, the aggregate profit margin of “community” hospitals in the United States has averaged 5.8 percent over a recent 20 year period. The AHA defines community hospitals as nonfederal short-term general and specialty hospitals whose services are available to the general public. In 2013, there were about 5,700 hospitals of all types in the United States, about 5,000 of which were community hospitals. The aggregate margin of community hospitals fluctuated over the past two decades but remained between 4 percent and 6 percent in most years (see Figure 1). The aggregate margin fell to a low of 2.6 percent in 2008 and reached a high of 8.3 percent in 2014 (the last year for which data are available). The decline in hospital margins in 2008 reflected the effects of the severe recession from 2007 to 2009 and was due both to a decline in hospitals’ operating revenues and substantial losses on hospitals’ financial holdings. Aside from the period surrounding the most recent recession, the aggregate margin of hospitals has generally been on an upward trajectory since 2001.

The share of hospitals with a negative profit margin has varied over the past 20 years, averaging about 25 percent (see Figure 1). Even in 2014, when hospitals had the highest aggregate margins at any time in the 20-year period, nearly one-quarter of them had a negative margin.

Many factors affect the financial performance of hospitals, but one important consideration is their form of ownership. Nearly 60 percent of the hospitals included in the AHA’s analysis are nonprofit hospitals, and about 20 percent each are for-profit and public hospitals. Unlike for-profit hospitals, nonprofit hospitals and public hospitals do not have shareholders and may not distribute any profits or “surpluses” that they generate to managers or members of the governing board. Instead, surpluses generated by nonprofit and public hospitals are expected to be reinvested in the hospitals’ operations. Thus, the managers of nonprofit and public hospitals have weaker incentives to control their costs than do the managers of for-profit hospitals and thus may be less likely to generate surpluses.

**Components of Hospitals’ Revenues**

Payments for providing health care services are the main source of revenue for hospitals. Total revenue and average revenue per patient both vary greatly across hospitals and depend on the number and type of services provided and on the prices that hospitals are paid for those services. In 2011, the average revenue per discharge had a median value of $21,000. For hospitals at the 10th percentile of the revenue distribution, the average revenue per discharge was $13,600; for those at the 90th percentile, it was...
Hospitals typically receive higher payments (and incur higher costs) for providing complex services such as cardiovascular surgery and neonatal intensive care than for providing more routine care. The amount of the payment for any service also depends greatly on a patient’s insurance coverage.

**Provider Payment Rates.** Hospitals generally receive lower payments for a given service for patients who are covered by Medicare or Medicaid than for patients with private insurance. A recent study found that Medicare’s payment rates for inpatient hospital services in 2012 were an average of 43 percent lower than private insurers’ rates and that Medicaid rates were 45 percent lower than private rates. Another study found that Medicare’s rates for inpatient care over the 2007–2011 period were an average of 47 percent lower than the rates paid by three large insurers. Those findings are generally consistent with data compiled by the American Hospital Association, which imply that Medicare’s payment rates for hospital services over the most recent five-year period available (2010–2014) were, on average, about

---

3 We constructed that estimate by dividing total revenues for each hospital by the number of inpatient discharges at the hospital. The differences across hospitals in the estimated revenue per discharge reflect various factors, including differences in case mix, payer mix, payment rates, and the share of hospitals’ revenues that is derived from providing inpatient care.

4 See Thomas M. Selden and others, “The Growing Difference Between Public and Private Payment Rates for Inpatient Hospital Care,” *Health Affairs*, vol. 34, no. 12 (December 2015), Appendix Table F.1, pp. 2147–2150.

Table 1.
Variation in Revenues and Costs Across Hospitals, 2011

Dollars

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>10th Percentile</th>
<th>50th Percentile</th>
<th>90th Percentile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Revenue per Day</td>
<td>8,800</td>
<td>3,100</td>
<td>4,900</td>
<td>9,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenue per Discharge</td>
<td>31,500</td>
<td>13,600</td>
<td>21,000</td>
<td>37,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost per Day</td>
<td>7,900</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>4,700</td>
<td>8,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost per Discharge</td>
<td>29,100</td>
<td>13,000</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>34,200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The analysis excludes hospitals that are paid on a cost basis (that is, critical access, children’s, and cancer hospitals) and non-acute care hospitals (such as rehabilitation, long-term care, and psychiatric hospitals). Maryland hospitals are excluded because they are paid under a statewide all-payer rate-setting mechanism that is not directly affected by the reduction in payment updates mandated by the Affordable Care Act. Hospitals with incomplete reports or outlier margins that yielded profits or losses exceeding 50 percent are also excluded. Cost reports were assigned to a given federal fiscal year if hospitals’ fiscal years started within six months of October 1st (so, for example, cost reports beginning between April 1, 2010, and March 31, 2011, were assigned to fiscal year 2011).

40 percent lower than those of private insurers and that Medicaid’s payment rates were similar to Medicare’s rates, on average, over that period.

The differences between public and private payment rates partly reflect differences in how those rates are established. In Medicare and Medicaid, payment rates are set administratively, whereas payment rates in the private sector are generally negotiated. The rates paid by private insurers depend in part on the relative negotiating leverage of providers and insurers, which depends on factors such as the number of competing providers and insurers in a local market area. Studies have found that, measured relative to local Medicare rates, the hospital payment rates of private insurers are not only higher, on average, but also vary greatly across market areas and across hospitals within market areas. The reasons for that variation are not fully understood, but several studies indicate that they reflect differences across markets and hospitals in providers’ negotiating leverage (among other factors).

---

6 Those estimates were not derived from data on payment rates but rather reflect differences in payment-to-cost ratios computed for each major type of payer from hospitals’ financial data. Over the 2010–2014 period, hospitals’ payments for Medicare and Medicaid enrollees were an average of about 10 percent below their costs of serving those patients, whereas their payments from private payers were an average of about 40 percent above costs. The latter figure includes payments for privately insured patients and the uninsured. Based on estimates from MedPAC regarding the relationship between payment-to-cost ratios for privately insured patients and all private-pay patients, we estimate that hospitals’ payments for privately insured patients were about 50 percent above costs. See Medicare Payment Advisory Commission, *A Data Book: Health Care Spending and the Medicare Program* (June 2015), pp. 82–83. Those estimates depend critically on how hospitals allocate costs across patients, which may reflect somewhat arbitrary accounting conventions, and on the relative profitability of services used by patients by payer. The estimates also reflect the average cost across all patients classified by type of payer and do not reflect the costs associated with treating an additional patient of a particular payer type.

**Provider Payment Methods.** Insurers also differ in how they structure payment rates for hospital services. For inpatient care, Medicare pays most hospitals using a prospective payment system that specifies a flat rate for each stay that depends primarily on a patient’s medical condition or treatment. More specifically, that rate is computed using two national base rates, one of which is intended to reflect hospitals’ operating costs and the other their capital costs. Two adjustments are made to each base rate before they are summed. One adjustment accounts for the relative costliness of patients by assigning each stay to a diagnosis-related group (DRG) based on the patient’s diagnoses and on whether certain surgical procedures were performed (with additional adjustments that reflect whether certain comorbidities or complications were present). Each DRG is assigned a weight that reflects the relative cost of stays in that group compared with the national average, and that weight is multiplied by the base rates to generate the payment amount. Another adjustment accounts for geographic differences in hospitals’ input prices by multiplying the base rates by an index measuring those input prices in a hospital’s local market relative to the national average. The base rates are set and updated according to law (as discussed further below).

Certain other adjustments are applied to Medicare’s payments in some cases. For example, hospitals receive additional payments if they operate medical resident training programs, if their share of low-income patients exceeds a certain threshold (in which case they receive disproportionate share hospital, or DSH, payments), or for extraordinarily costly cases. Medicare’s payments for graduate medical education (GME) include both direct payments to subsidize residents’ salaries and add-on payments to the amount paid per stay. Conversely, Medicare’s payments for inpatient care are reduced for certain cases that are transferred to another facility (or for other reasons that are discussed further below).

Medicare pays hospitals for outpatient services using a prospective payment system that pays hospitals a predetermined amount for each “package” of services. Specifically, services are classified into ambulatory payment classification (APC) groups on the basis of clinical and cost similarities, and each group is assigned a weight reflecting the relative costs of the services in that group. An APC typically includes one or more primary services and associated ancillary items and services. Medicare’s payment for a particular APC is determined by multiplying the relative weight for that APC by a conversion factor, which converts the weights into dollar payment amounts, and adjusting for geographic differences in input prices. The conversion factor is set and updated in a manner that is specified in law.

States’ Medicaid programs and private insurers vary in their approaches to paying for hospital care. For inpatient care, about two-thirds of states’ Medicaid programs pay hospitals a DRG-based flat rate per stay, and the others pay a specified rate per day or an amount based on hospitals’ reported costs. For outpatient care, about two-thirds of the states use some type of fee-for-service (FFS) payment. Some states use a variant of Medicare’s payment methodology for some or all services. The other states pay for outpatient services on the basis of hospitals’ reported costs, a discount off the hospitals’ listed charges for

---

8 Medicare pays critical access hospitals and certain other hospitals on the basis of their allowable costs. We excluded those hospitals from the analysis presented in this paper because they are not affected by the reductions in Medicare’s payment updates mandated by the ACA. See Appendix A for further discussion of critical access hospitals.

9 For fiscal year 2016, the operating base rate is $5,466, and the capital base rate is $438. The capital base rate is intended to reflect costs for depreciation, interest, rent, and property-related insurance and taxes.

10 Kaiser Family Foundation, State Health Facts, “Medicaid Benefits: Inpatient Hospital Services, Other Than in an Institution for Mental Diseases,” http://tinyurl.com/q9heh68. Some states that pay hospitals based on their costs impose a cap on their payments.
each service, or a combination of methods. The methods that private insurers use to pay for inpatient care vary by insurer and by market area and include a DRG-based flat rate per stay, a specified rate per day, and a discount off the hospitals’ listed charges for the services provided. Less is known about how private insurers pay for hospital outpatient care.

Composition of Hospital Revenues by Service Type. The main source of revenue for most hospitals is payment from insurers and patients for providing inpatient care. Over time, however, hospitals’ outpatient departments have accounted for an increasing share of the care that hospitals deliver and the revenues they receive. Over the past two decades, the share of hospitals’ patient-care revenues received for outpatient care has increased gradually from about 28 percent in 1994 to about 46 percent in 2014.

The trend toward hospitals providing a greater share of their patient services in an outpatient setting is occurring for several reasons. One is that medical technology has improved over time, and some tests and procedures that used to require an overnight stay are now less invasive, allowing patients to be treated on an outpatient basis. Another factor is hospitals’ acquisition of physicians’ practices: When that occurs, some services that are delivered in a physician’s office are counted as hospital outpatient services because the physician’s practice is owned by the hospital.

Other revenues come from various sources. Some hospitals operate other types of health care facilities, such as skilled nursing facilities and home health agencies, and receive patient care revenues from those services. In addition, hospitals receive revenues from operations other than patient care (such as cafeterias, gift shops, and parking) and from other sources, such as investment income and charitable contributions. On average, revenues from activities other than patient care accounted for about 6 percent of total hospital revenues in 2011.

Components of Hospitals’ Costs

Total costs and average costs per patient vary greatly across hospitals. They depend on factors such as the size and composition of the staff, the size of the physical structure, the types of equipment that the hospital owns or leases, the supplies that are used, the prices that are paid for those and other inputs, and the complexity of both the patients treated and the care provided to them. In 2011, the median cost per hospital discharge was $20,000; hospitals at the 10th percentile of the cost distribution had a cost per discharge of $13,000, and those at the 90th percentile had a cost per discharge of $34,200 (see Table 1).

According to estimates from the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS), labor accounts for about two-thirds of hospitals’ total costs. Those labor costs include compensation for hospital employees and payment for services furnished by firms or individuals under contract to hospitals. Hospital

---

12 Paul B. Ginsburg, Wide Variation in Hospital and Physician Payment Rates Evidence of Provider Market Power, Research Brief No. 16 (Center for Studying Health System Change, November 2010).
14 We computed the average cost per discharge in an analogous manner as described above for the average revenue per discharge—namely, we divided each hospital’s total costs by the number of inpatient discharges at the hospital. Differences across hospitals in the average cost per discharge reflect differences in various factors, including differences in case mix, input prices, and the share of the hospital’s patient care that is provided on an inpatient basis.
employees include those in nursing and other health professions, administration, building maintenance, and food service. Hospitals employ some physicians—such as hospitalists, physicians employed in hospitals’ outpatient clinics, and physicians whose practices are owned by hospitals—and their salaries and other costs of practice are included in hospitals’ costs. (Payments to surgeons and anesthesiologists are typically made separately and are not counted as hospitals’ costs or revenues.)

In characterizing hospitals’ cost structure, analysts commonly separate out the portion of costs that represents uncompensated care, which consists of charity care and bad debt. Reflecting that accounting convention, the costs of uncompensated care are included in the measure of total costs used in this paper; they differ from other costs in that they represent activities for which hospitals receive no revenue. Charity care is care that is given for free with no expectation of payment, generally to uninsured or low-income patients who may not be able to pay for needed services. Nonprofit hospitals are required to provide community benefits in exchange for their tax exemptions, and those community benefits can include (but are not limited to) charity care. Hospitals incur bad debt when they receive no payment (or partial payment) after submitting bills for services they provided. Bad debt is typically incurred when insured or uninsured patients who were expected to pay all or part of their bill do not do so. A previous CBO report found that nonprofit hospitals provide somewhat more uncompensated care than for-profit hospitals, but far less than public hospitals. That analysis also found that hospitals vary greatly in the proportion of their total costs that represent uncompensated care. On average, uncompensated care represents less than 5 percent of hospitals’ costs.

Hospitals’ Productivity Growth

The financial performance of hospitals in the future will depend crucially on their productivity growth—in particular, how their productivity growth compares with that of the economy as a whole. The ACA specified that the annual updates to Medicare’s payment rates for hospitals equal the estimated percentage change in the average prices of their inputs, such as labor and supplies, minus the 10-year moving average of growth in productivity in the economy overall. Under prior law, the update formula was based only on growth in input prices (though in the past, legislation had often reduced those updates by specified percentage points).

In general, productivity is a measure of the efficiency of an organization; it is defined as the output produced per unit of combined inputs (such as labor, capital, and materials). Productivity growth measures the extent to which a given amount of output of a given quality is produced using fewer inputs or a less costly mix of inputs over time. Measuring both the quantity and quality of output produced is essential for measuring changes in productivity, because productivity growth can be achieved by using the same or fewer inputs to increase the quantity produced, to improve the quality of the output, or to do both.

Considerable uncertainty surrounds the extent to which hospitals have increased their productivity in the past, largely because of the challenges of measuring productivity for the hospital industry—and for the

---


16 That measure of productivity is known as multifactor productivity. A narrower measure of productivity is labor productivity, which measures output per hour of labor. We focus on the growth in hospitals’ multifactor productivity in this paper because it is a more comprehensive measure and is used in determining the updates to Medicare’s payment rates.
health care system more broadly. In particular, there are conceptual challenges in measuring output in health care as well as challenges in defining, measuring, and accounting for improvements in the quality of outputs and certain inputs. As a result, the amount of productivity growth that hospitals are likely to achieve in the future is highly uncertain. Moreover, the financial performance of hospitals will depend on the extent to which any increases in their productivity are achieved through reductions in the growth of their input costs (rather than through improvements in quality), because that will determine how their costs grow relative to their payments from Medicare.

**Recent Studies.** Studies that have estimated productivity growth in the hospital sector have found that it has been relatively low in the past. However, many analysts believe that those estimates underestimate the amount of productivity growth by hospitals because the measures of output that have been used generally do not account for improvements in the quality of care.

One study used two methods to measure hospitals’ productivity growth; they differed in the data sources and approaches they used to estimate hospitals’ inputs. Estimates from both methods indicate that hospitals’ productivity growth was negative during much of the period examined (1981–2005) but increased over that period. For the most recent 10-year period analyzed (1996–2005), the study estimated that hospitals’ average annual productivity growth was 0.3 percent under one method and 0.6 percent under the other method. The second method has the advantage of using more direct measures of hospital inputs, but in both cases the estimate was substantially lower than economywide growth in productivity during that period (approximately 1.5 percent).

Another study estimated that the productivity of hospitals and nursing and residential care facilities fell by an average annual rate of 0.9 percent from 1987 to 2006; however, the average annual decline in productivity was substantially smaller (0.1 percent) between 2000 and 2006. Because the second study combined hospitals with nursing and residential care facilities—which would be expected to have lower productivity growth than hospitals because of their lower reliance on technological innovation—we expect that those estimates underestimate the productivity growth of hospitals.

A more recent study estimated hospitals’ productivity growth for inpatient treatment of heart attacks, heart failure, and pneumonia and found that the results depended greatly on whether adjustments were made to account for trends in the quality of patients’ care. Before making such adjustments, the authors found that productivity growth for treatment of all three conditions was negative during the 2002–2011

---


19 See Michael J. Harper and others, “Nonmanufacturing Industry Contributions to Multifactor Productivity,” *Monthly Labor Review*, vol. 133, no. 6 (June 2010), pp. 16–31. As that article notes, “a negative productivity trend may be an indication that something is amiss in the measurement process.”

period; estimated annual productivity growth during that period ranged from negative 0.4 percent for treatment of pneumonia to negative 0.9 percent for treatment of heart failure. However, the authors then sought to account for trends in the severity of illness and in outcomes in order to measure the gains that had occurred over time in the quality of care. (Specifically, they measured changes in the rates of mortality and unplanned readmissions within 30 days of discharge to capture the degree to which patients’ health improved as a result of their treatment.) After making those adjustments, the authors found that the estimated annual rate of productivity growth for treatment of all three conditions became positive—with estimates ranging from 0.6 percent for heart failure to 1.9 percent for pneumonia.

Although those estimates were limited to an analysis of inpatient care for three prevalent conditions, they suggest that productivity growth in hospitals might be faster than that implied by the previous studies mentioned above. At the same time, the finding that measured productivity growth became positive only after adjusting for trends in patients’ outcomes suggests that hospitals would have to improve their future productivity in a different manner than they have in the past—that is, by reducing treatment costs per admission rather than by improving the quality of care. If that happens, patient outcomes and health may improve more slowly in the future than they have in the past.

The estimates of hospitals’ productivity growth from those studies—and the other sources of evidence discussed below—reflect the experience of hospitals in light of the financial pressures they have faced and their responses to those pressures. In the past, those pressures have included the incentives to contain costs created under Medicare’s prospective payment systems for hospital inpatient and outpatient care, similar payment systems adopted by private insurers, and actions by policymakers to hold the updates in Medicare’s payment rates in some years below the projected increase in the prices of hospitals’ inputs.

**Other Sources of Evidence.** Other evidence also suggests that hospitals may have achieved greater productivity gains in the past than some of the estimates from the earlier studies imply (or that hospitals may have restrained the growth of their costs in some other way). Whether those pressures were greater or less than the ones that hospitals are likely to face in the future is difficult to determine, but examining that evidence is useful nevertheless.

For example, policymakers have periodically enacted legislation reducing Medicare’s payment update for hospitals (and other providers) to an amount lower than the estimated percentage increase in their input prices. Moreover, CMS has used its regulatory authority to reduce payment updates for various reasons. Between 1991 and 2011, Medicare’s payment update for hospitals (and other Part A providers) grew at roughly the same rate as general inflation, on average, whereas providers’ input prices grew about 1 percentage point faster than general inflation. Over the same period, data compiled by the American Hospital Association indicate that private-sector payment rates grew at about the same rate as Medicare’s rates, on average, and that average profit margins for hospitals were higher in 2011 (at about 7 percent) than in the early 1990s (when margins were between 4 percent and 5 percent). Taken together, those findings suggest that, on average, hospitals have been able to keep growth in costs in line with overall

---


inflation over the past two decades—and thus seem to have been able to accommodate payment updates substantially lower than the growth of their input prices.

At a more conceptual level, there is debate about whether hospitals can reasonably be expected to improve their productivity. Some analysts believe that the hospital industry is likely to achieve lower productivity growth than the economy as a whole because it is a labor-intensive industry. Those analysts point to the observation that labor-intensive industries are likely to have low measured rates of productivity growth—a phenomenon often called “Baumol’s cost disease” after the economist who first identified the issue. However, other experts have argued that “the health care sector is too technologically dynamic to fit the model underlying Baumol’s cost disease hypothesis.”23 Perhaps supporting that view, the share of hospitals’ costs that go to labor compensation is similar to the share observed in the economy as a whole—between 60 percent and 65 percent—so it is not obvious that the hospital sector is particularly labor-intensive. Seen in that light, it may be more reasonable to expect that hospitals’ productivity will grow in line with the economywide average (which depends strongly on the rate of productivity growth in the service sectors). But whether hospitals can actually achieve such productivity growth remains uncertain.

Additional evidence that hospitals might be able to absorb the ACA’s reductions in Medicare’s payment updates comes from international comparisons, which show that prices for hospital services are generally much higher in the United States than in other developed countries.24 The technical review panel for the Medicare trustees recently noted that, even after 75 years of reduced payment updates under the ACA, Medicare’s payment rates to hospitals paid under the prospective payment system would be similar to those in some other developed countries.25 However, the implications of such a development for access to care and quality of care in the United States are highly uncertain.

Constraints Regarding Quality of Care. To keep their costs in line with scheduled payment updates, hospitals do not have to improve their productivity—instead, they could simply cut their costs and allow the quality of care, patient experience, and outcomes to decline correspondingly (which would not represent an increase in productivity or efficiency). Because the quality of health care can be very hard to define, let alone measure correctly, distinguishing steps that eliminate waste from steps that reduce quality can be difficult in practice.

Even so, hospitals may be constrained in their efforts to cut costs by new requirements regarding the quality of care. The ACA established several new programs (discussed below) that impose penalties on hospitals that do not meet certain targets for the quality of care. In response to those programs, as well as quality initiatives by other payers, hospitals may need to devote additional resources to improve quality on the dimensions that are monitored by Medicare and other payers. Those efforts may also constrain the ways in which hospitals can improve their productivity through reductions in the growth of their costs.


rather than increases in care quality. How binding those constraints prove to be for a given hospital will depend in part on what quality measures are used and in part on how other hospitals respond, because some measures rate hospital quality relative to other hospitals.

3. Data and Methods

In this section, we discuss the data used in this study, examine the characteristics of the hospitals included in the analysis, and present estimates of those hospitals’ financial performance in 2011 (the base year for the projections). We conclude by discussing our approach to the projections.

Hospitals’ Cost Reports

The analysis relies primarily on data from cost reports that hospitals are required to submit annually to the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services. The cost reports contain information on hospital characteristics, utilization, expenses, and revenues. They are long and complex, and only certain fields—those related to CMS payments to hospitals—are audited. As a result, although the reports are the most complete and thorough source of data on hospital characteristics and financial information that is available, some data are probably reported inaccurately. Moreover, we were not able to determine whether certain data are more likely to be accurately reported than others, or whether the accuracy and completeness of the data vary by type of hospital ownership or along other dimensions.\(^{26}\)

Hospitals Included in the Analysis

We restricted the analysis to acute care hospitals that are paid under Medicare’s inpatient and outpatient prospective payment systems, because those hospitals are directly affected by the ACA’s reduction in payment updates. Specifically, we began with the 5,831 hospitals that participated in Medicare in 2011 (and thus filed Medicare cost reports for that year), and we narrowed the sample as follows (see Table 2):

- We excluded 1,265 “critical access hospitals” and a total of 77 cancer hospitals and children’s hospitals, because they are paid by Medicare on the basis of their allowable costs and are not affected by the reduction in payment updates. (Hospitals must be small and meet certain other criteria to be designated as critical access hospitals under Medicare. They are discussed further in Appendix A.)

- We also excluded a total of 1,135 other types of hospitals (such as rehabilitation, long-term, and psychiatric hospitals), because this study focuses on acute care hospitals.\(^{27}\)

- We excluded an additional 45 hospitals in Maryland, because they are paid under a statewide all-payer rate-setting mechanism that is affected by the reduction in payment updates mandated by the ACA in an indirect way (through constraints on that mechanism’s effects on the federal budget).

---

\(^{26}\) For example, although hospitals are instructed to report all contributions and government transfers, some of those revenues may go unreported.

\(^{27}\) Rehabilitation, long-term, and psychiatric hospitals are paid under separate prospective payment systems; even though their payment updates were reduced under the ACA, they are outside the scope of this study. The 1,135 hospitals excluded in this step also include 16 religious nonmedical hospitals, at which Medicare only covers certain services, and 10 “other” hospitals that do not fall into any of the aforementioned categories.
Table 2.
Sample Selection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Hospitals</th>
<th>5,831</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Excluded Categories</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical Access Hospitals</td>
<td>1,265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancer hospitals and children's hospitals</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rehabilitation, long-term, psychiatric, and other non-acute care hospitals</td>
<td>1,135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acute care hospitals in Maryland</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remaining hospitals with data limitations</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excluded Hospitals</td>
<td>2,772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospitals in This Analysis</td>
<td>3,059</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Critical access hospitals, cancer hospitals, and children’s hospitals are excluded because they are paid on a cost basis. Other non-acute care hospitals include religious nonmedical hospitals, substance abuse hospitals, and "other" hospitals that do not fall into any of the aforementioned categories. Maryland hospitals are excluded because they are paid under a statewide all-payer rate-setting mechanism that is not directly affected by the reduction in payment updates mandated by the Affordable Care Act. The data limitations that led us to exclude some hospitals from the sample include: incomplete reports, cost reports covering only a portion of a year, or extreme values that we did not regard as credible (yielding profits or losses exceeding 50 percent).

- After imposing those restrictions on the sample, we excluded 250 other hospitals because of data limitations, such as missing or incomplete information on revenues and expenses, extreme values that we did not regard as credible (yielding profits or losses exceeding 50 percent), and cost reports covering only a portion of a year.

Imposing those restrictions yielded a final sample of 3,059 hospitals. Those hospitals represent about 90 percent of the total revenues, costs, and patient days for all acute care hospitals.

Of the hospitals in the final sample, 58 percent are nonprofit hospitals, 26 percent are for-profit hospitals, and 16 percent are publicly owned (see Table 3). The public hospitals are owned by states, counties, cities, and other government entities. Nonprofit hospitals tend to be larger than other hospitals; although they constitute 58 percent of hospitals in our sample, they account for 72 percent of total hospital revenues. For-profit hospitals account for 13 percent of total revenues and public hospitals, 15 percent. Nine percent of the hospitals in the sample are major teaching hospitals, 21 percent are other teaching hospitals, and 69 percent are nonteaching hospitals.

The hospitals in our sample differ along other dimensions as well. About three-quarters of the hospitals are located in urban areas. The great majority of hospitals had an occupancy rate of less than 75 percent, and those hospitals were split about equally between those with an occupancy rate of less than 50 percent

---

\[28\] We defined major teaching hospitals as those in which the ratio of interns and residents to beds is at least 0.25, and we defined other teaching hospitals as those in which that ratio is less than 0.25 but greater than zero. Those are the thresholds used by MedPAC in its analyses; for example, see Medicare Payment Advisory Commission, *A Data Book: Health Care Spending and the Medicare Program* (June 2014). Thus, a 400-bed hospital would be considered a major teaching hospital if it had 100 or more interns and residents on staff.
Table 3.
Share of Hospitals With Selected Characteristics, 2011

Percent

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Share of Hospitals</th>
<th>Share of Medicare</th>
<th>Share of Medicaid</th>
<th>Share of Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type of Ownership</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonprofit</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For-profit</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publicly owned</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching Status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major teaching</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other teaching</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonteaching</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupancy Rate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than 50 percent</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between 50 percent and 75 percent</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equal to or greater than 75 percent</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Beds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fewer than 100</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between 100 and 200</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equal to or more than 200</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of Uncompensated Care</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than 2 percent</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between 2 percent and 5 percent</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equal to or greater than 5 percent</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of Medicare Discharges</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than 25 percent</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between 25 percent and 50 percent</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equal to or greater than 50 percent</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of Medicaid Discharges</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than 5 percent</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between 5 percent and 20 percent</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equal to or greater than 20 percent</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The analysis excludes hospitals that are paid on a cost basis (that is, critical access, children’s, and cancer hospitals) and non-acute care hospitals (such as rehabilitation, long-term care, and psychiatric hospitals). Maryland hospitals are excluded because they are paid under a statewide all-payer rate-setting mechanism that is not directly affected by the reduction in payment updates mandated by the Affordable Care Act. Hospitals with incomplete reports or outlier margins that yielded profits or losses exceeding 50 percent are also excluded. Cost reports were assigned to a given federal fiscal year if hospitals’ fiscal years started within six months of October 1st (so, for example, cost reports beginning between April 1, 2010, and March 31, 2011, were assigned to fiscal year 2011).

The sample comprises 3,059 hospitals.
and those with an occupancy rate of between 50 percent and 75 percent. The hospitals in the sample reflect a range of sizes: 37 percent have fewer than 100 beds, and 35 percent have more than 200 beds. The hospitals also vary in the share of their costs that are for uncompensated care: 28 percent report that uncompensated care accounts for less than 2 percent of their costs, and 31 percent report that uncompensated care accounts for more than 5 percent of their costs. In the cost reports, each hospital’s cost of delivering uncompensated care is calculated by multiplying the reported charges for that care by the hospital’s overall cost-to-charge ratio. Uncompensated care is thus measured using hospitals’ average costs rather than charges (which are often substantially higher than costs).

Fee-for-service Medicare patients accounted for a third of all discharges in the sample of hospitals in 2011, Medicaid patients accounted for 14 percent, and other patients—most of whom were privately insured and some of whom were enrolled in Medicare Advantage (MA)—accounted for 53 percent. (The Medicare data on discharges and revenues in the cost reports capture information on FFS enrollees only, whereas the corresponding Medicaid data capture information on both FFS and managed care enrollees.) The share of discharges accounted for by FFS Medicare and Medicaid patients varied greatly across hospitals. The FFS Medicare share of discharges is below 25 percent for 16 percent of hospitals and above 50 percent for an additional 15 percent of hospitals, whereas the Medicaid share of discharges is below 5 percent for 23 percent of hospitals and above 20 percent for an additional 24 percent of hospitals. The hospitals in which FFS Medicare patients constituted the highest share of discharges in 2011 were rural, small, and had low occupancy rates. Public hospitals had the highest share of Medicaid discharges.

**Hospitals’ Margins in 2011**

The aggregate margin of hospitals in our sample in 2011 was 6.0 percent (see Table 4). For-profit hospitals had a higher aggregate margin (9.5 percent) than nonprofit hospitals (6.0 percent) and publicly owned hospitals (3.4 percent). Major teaching hospitals, hospitals for which at least 5 percent of their costs were for uncompensated care, and hospitals in which Medicare patients accounted for more than 50 percent of the discharges had lower-than-average aggregate margins, whereas other teaching hospitals and hospitals in which Medicaid patients accounted for less than 5 percent of the discharges had above-average aggregate margins. Other characteristics we examined had a weaker relationship with aggregate margins.

Margins varied greatly across hospitals. Ten percent of hospitals had a margin in 2011 of negative 5.6 percent or less, 10 percent had a margin of 16.6 percent or greater, and the median margin was 4.1 percent. Twenty-seven percent of hospitals had a negative margin in 2011. The hospitals with the greatest likelihood of having a negative margin were public hospitals, rural hospitals, those with an occupancy rate of less than 50 percent, those with fewer than 100 beds, and those in which Medicare patients accounted for at least 50 percent of the discharges. Even among hospitals with those characteristics, though, margins varied greatly across hospitals, and most had positive margins.

---

29 The occupancy rate is the estimated percentage of staffed beds that are occupied, on average. In our sample, the average occupancy rate is 64 percent. Since 1990, the average occupancy rate for community hospitals has been around 65 percent; see Table 89 of *Health, United States, 2015* (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, May 2016), www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/hus/hus15.pdf.

30 That figure was constructed by summing total revenues and total costs across all hospitals, subtracting total costs from total revenues, and dividing the result by total revenues. It is equivalent to computing the average margin of the hospitals, where each hospital is weighted by its total revenue.
Table 4.
Hospitals’ Margins, by Selected Characteristics of Hospitals, 2011

Percent

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Aggregate Margin</th>
<th>10th Percentile</th>
<th>50th Percentile</th>
<th>90th Percentile</th>
<th>Share With a Negative Margin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type of Ownership</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonprofit</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>-4.6</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For-profit</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>-6.9</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publicly owned</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>-8.6</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching Status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major Teaching</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>-4.8</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other teaching</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>-3.7</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonteaching</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>-6.1</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>-5.1</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>17.2</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>-6.9</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupancy Rate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than 50 percent</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>-8.3</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>17.8</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between 50 percent and 75 percent</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>-3.9</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equal to or greater than 75 percent</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>-2.8</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Beds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fewer than 100</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>-8.4</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between 100 and 200</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>-5.3</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equal to or more than 200</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>-2.9</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of Uncompensated Care</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than 2 percent</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>-5.2</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between 2 percent and 5 percent</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>-4.4</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equal to or greater than 5 percent</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>-7.5</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of Medicare Discharges</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than 25 percent</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>-5.6</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between 25 percent and 50 percent</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>-5.1</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equal to or greater than 50 percent</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>-7.8</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of Medicaid Discharges</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than 5 percent</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>-4.8</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between 5 percent and 20 percent</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>-4.9</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equal to or greater than 20 percent</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>-6.9</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>-5.6</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The analysis excludes hospitals that are paid on a cost basis (that is, critical access, children's, and cancer hospitals) and non-acute care hospitals (such as rehabilitation, long-term care, and psychiatric hospitals). Maryland hospitals are excluded because they are paid under a statewide all-payer rate-setting mechanism that is not directly affected by the reduction in payment updates mandated by the Affordable Care Act. Hospitals with incomplete reports or outlier margins that yielded profits or losses exceeding 50 percent are also excluded. Cost reports were assigned to a given federal fiscal year if hospitals’ fiscal years started within six months of October 1st (so, for example, cost reports beginning between April 1, 2010, and March 31, 2011, were assigned to fiscal year 2011).

The sample comprises 3,059 hospitals.
Our estimates of hospitals’ margins in 2011 differ somewhat from the AHA’s estimates because of differences in data sources and samples. (For example, we estimate that the aggregate margin of the hospitals in our sample in 2011 was 6.0 percent and that 27 percent of those hospitals had a negative margin, whereas the corresponding AHA estimates for that year are 7.0 percent and 24 percent.) In its analysis, the AHA included all community hospitals, whereas we excluded certain types of hospitals. There may have also been differences in the number of hospitals excluded from the two analyses because of data limitations.

As discussed previously, the AHA’s estimates indicate that the share of hospitals with a negative margin has averaged about 25 percent over the past two decades. That finding raises questions about whether some hospitals are able to remain in operation despite having persistent negative margins and about the likelihood that hospitals with negative margins close or merge with another hospital. Our analysis of those issues is presented in Appendix B.

Projection Methods
To project hospitals’ margins under the various scenarios we specified, we constructed a relatively simple model that calculates margins from the cost reports in 2011 and then projects hospitals’ revenues, costs, and margins for each year through 2025 under the assumptions underlying each scenario. Although 2012 was the latest year for which cost reports were available when we developed the projections, we chose 2011 as the base year for the projections because that was the last year before the reduction in payment updates tied to economywide productivity growth went into effect. We calculated total revenues and costs for each hospital from the information in the cost reports on total patient revenue (net of bad debt and any discounts), revenue from other sources (such as gift shop revenue or rental of hospital space), total operating expenses, and all other expenses. We computed each hospital’s total all-payer margin for the base year from those values, and we projected each hospital’s revenues, costs, and total margin for each year through 2025, incorporating the assumptions underlying the different scenarios.

An alternative approach we considered was to compute the average margin for each hospital over a period of several years and then project the share of hospitals that would have negative margins over a multiyear period in the future. A potential advantage of that alternative approach is that margins averaged over several years are likely to exhibit less random fluctuation than margins in a single year and thus might provide a clearer picture of hospitals’ financial status. However, we found that the share of hospitals with a negative margin over a specified four-year period was only slightly lower than the share within a given year. We concluded that measuring and projecting the share of hospitals with negative margins for a single year provides useful information about the extent of financial pressure that hospitals face, and we therefore used that approach for this analysis (see Appendix C for further discussion).

31 The additional reductions in payment updates specified under the ACA went into effect in 2010, but those reductions were generally smaller than those that are tied to economywide productivity growth. The additional reduction to the payment update was 0.25 percentage points in both 2010 and 2011. We estimate that if those update cuts had not been applied, and if there had been no other changes to hospitals’ revenues and costs, the aggregate margin of hospitals in 2011 would have increased from 6.0 percent to 6.1 percent, and the share of hospitals with a negative margin would have remained at 27 percent.
4. Projections of Hospitals’ Margins Under Four Illustrative Scenarios

In this section, we present projections of hospitals’ margins over the next decade under various scenarios that incorporate the effects of different federal policies and reflect different assumptions about the growth of hospitals’ revenues and costs. The scenarios generally build on each other, so each scenario maintains all of the assumptions underlying the previous scenario except for one or more key changes that are highlighted.

Scenario 1 projects the effect of the reduction in Medicare’s payment updates on hospitals’ margins, holding constant other key factors, such as the share of the population that is uninsured (see Table 5). Additional scenarios incorporate other provisions of the ACA and other policy changes that have affected payments to hospitals. For each scenario, we project hospitals’ margins under different assumptions about their productivity growth that reflect a range of plausible outcomes. We begin with a discussion of factors that underlie the scenarios.

Factors Included in the Illustrative Scenarios

Each scenario analyzed in this paper incorporates the effects of demographic changes—primarily the aging of the population, which affects the share of patients covered by Medicare or by private insurance. The scenarios specified for this paper also incorporate (in a stepwise manner) CBO’s projections about the effects of the following provisions of the ACA:

- Reductions in Medicare’s payment updates;
- The insurance coverage expansion;
- Reductions in DSH payments, which are additional payments under Medicare and Medicaid for hospitals whose share of low-income patients exceeds a specified threshold; and
- Other ACA provisions—specifically, the penalties for hospitals that do not meet certain targets for quality of care.

After projecting the effects of those ACA provisions on hospitals’ financial performance, we analyzed a final scenario that incorporates certain reductions in Medicare’s hospital payments and additional reductions in Medicaid’s DSH payments that were not part of the ACA. The projections for that scenario reflect the combined effect on hospitals’ margins of all the policies examined in this paper.

Demographic Changes. The projections for all of the scenarios presented in this paper incorporate the effects of the projected growth and aging of the population. The major demographic change that will occur over the projection period is the aging of the baby-boom generation, which will affect hospitals’ finances through two mechanisms: First, the number of people covered by Medicare will increase substantially; and second, the use of hospital services is expected to increase, because people tend to use more of those services as they age. On balance, we expect that those developments will reduce hospitals’ margins, because the share of hospital patients covered by Medicare will rise, and Medicare’s payment rates for hospitals tend to be substantially lower than those of private insurers.
Table 5.
Scenarios That CBO Analyzed to Evaluate Hospitals’ Financial Sustainability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Scenario 0</th>
<th>Scenario 1</th>
<th>Scenario 2</th>
<th>Scenario 3</th>
<th>Scenario 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Demographic Changes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACA Provisions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reductions in payment updates</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage expansion</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSH cuts</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Medicare cuts</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Payment Changes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequestration</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reductions in Medicare’s payments and in Medicaid’s DSH payments in the Medicare Access and CHIP Reauthorization Act of 2015</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Documentation and coding adjustments</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meaningful use of EHR penalties</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Congressional Budget Office.

Scenario 0: no payment update cuts.
Scenario 1: cuts in Medicare’s payment updates.
Scenario 2: the same as Scenario 1 plus insurance coverage expansion.
Scenario 3: the same as Scenario 2 plus disproportionate share hospital payment cuts and penalties related to quality of care.
Scenario 4: the same as Scenario 3 plus additional reductions in hospital payments.

For each scenario, we use three different assumptions for hospital productivity growth: zero, 0.4 percent, and CBO’s projection for economywide productivity, which averages 0.8 percent.

ACA = Affordable Care Act; CHIP = Children’s Health Insurance Program; EHR = electronic health record.

**ACA Reductions in Medicare’s Payment Updates.** The ACA reduced the annual Medicare payment update for hospitals that are paid under the prospective payment system in two ways. First, it changed the formula for calculating updates. Under the law before enactment of the ACA—and in the absence of any other legislation to limit updates—the annual payment update equaled the estimated percentage change in the average price of hospitals’ inputs. (As noted above, legislation often reduced those updates.) Under the ACA, the update was altered to equal the percentage change in input prices minus the estimated 10-year moving average of growth in productivity in the economy overall. That reduction in the payment update was first applied in 2012 and will be applied in all future years under current law. Over the period from 2012 through 2025, CBO estimates, that provision will reduce the annual payment update by an average of about 0.8 percentage points (from an average update of 3.0 percent to an average of 2.2 percent).

Second, the ACA mandated specific reductions in the hospital payment update from 2010 through 2019, which vary by year. Those additional reductions result in an average reduction of 0.4 percentage points in the payment update over the 2010–2019 period.

**ACA Expansions in Insurance Coverage.** The provisions of the ACA that expanded insurance coverage will tend to increase hospitals’ margins by reducing the proportion of their patients who are uninsured—a
group for whom hospitals often receive no payment or less payment than they receive for insured patients. CBO and staff of the Joint Committee on Taxation (JCT) estimate that the insurance coverage provisions of the ACA have markedly increased the number of people younger than 65 who have health insurance and will continue to do so—by about 22 million in 2016 and by 24 million in 2022 and in each of the subsequent years through 2026. Even so, about 28 million nonelderly residents of the United States are likely to be without health insurance in 2026, according to estimates by CBO and JCT, which is roughly one out of every 10 such residents.

**ACA Reductions in DSH Payments.** The ACA also decreased Medicare’s and Medicaid’s DSH payments, beginning in 2014. Although views differ about the underlying purpose of DSH payments, one rationale for those payments is to offset costs for uncompensated care provided to low-income patients—so an argument made for reducing those payments is that hospitals are expected to provide less uncompensated care as a result of the coverage expansions. Regardless of the rationale, CBO estimated in 2010 that the reductions in Medicare’s DSH payments through 2019 would amount to $22 billion, and the reduction in Medicaid’s DSH payments over that period would amount to $14 billion.

**ACA Penalties Related to Hospital Quality.** The scenarios specified for this paper incorporated two provisions of the ACA that penalize hospitals for not meeting certain quality thresholds:

- The readmission reduction program, which reduces Medicare’s payments for hospitals whose readmission rates for selected conditions exceed the national average for the prior three-year period; and

- The penalty for hospitals with relatively high rates of hospital-acquired conditions (such as surgical site infections following particular procedures and certain types of urinary tract infections).

Those two programs will reduce the level of Medicare payments to certain hospitals but, unlike the reductions in Medicare’s payment updates discussed above, their effects do not compound over time. The maximum penalty under the readmission reduction program was 1 percent of a hospital’s base Medicare payments for inpatient care in fiscal year 2013 (the program’s first year of operation) and rose to 2 percent in 2014 and 3 percent in 2015 and thereafter. In the first three years of the program, a large number of hospitals had their Medicare payments reduced, but the reductions for most hospitals were far below the maximum penalty allowed. In fiscal year 2015, readmission penalties were imposed on nearly 80 percent of hospitals, and the average penalty was 0.6 percent. The penalty for having high rates of hospital-acquired conditions began in fiscal year 2015. Starting in that year, Medicare reduced payments by 1 percent for hospitals with the highest rates of hospital-acquired conditions (specifically, for hospitals that rank in the lowest quartile of performance for those conditions).

---


33 Congressional Budget Office, letter to the Honorable Nancy Pelosi providing an estimate for an amendment to H.R. 4872, the Reconciliation Act of 2010 (March 20, 2010), [www.cbo.gov/publication/21351](http://www.cbo.gov/publication/21351). Those estimates were made relative to the agency’s projection of federal spending at that time.

Because we were not able to predict which hospitals will be required to pay those penalties or how the penalties will vary by hospital, we used CBO’s projection of the total penalties relative to total Medicare spending on hospital care each year and applied that percentage reduction equally to all hospitals. In the early years of both programs, major teaching hospitals, large hospitals, and hospitals that serve a large share of low-income patients have been more likely to be penalized than their counterparts. \(^{35}\) We did not use such relationships to try to model how the penalties will vary with hospital characteristics over the next decade, however, because hospitals are likely to vary in their responses to the two programs and the programs are likely to evolve in ways that will have varying effects on different types of hospitals. \(^{36}\)

The ACA also established a “value-based purchasing” program that withholds a small percentage of Medicare payments and redistributes those withholdings differentially to reflect hospitals’ performance on certain measures of quality and value. \(^{37}\) During 2013 (the program’s first year), the amount withheld and redistributed was 1 percent of Medicare payments. We did not account for the value-based purchasing program in the projections developed for this paper for two reasons: First, the program is designed to be budget-neutral, in that overall Medicare payments to the hospitals that perform well will equal the total amount of funds withheld. As a result, the program may not affect the overall average of profit margins. Hospitals that perform better on the included quality measures will receive slightly higher payments, and hospitals that perform worse will receive slightly lower payments, than they would have otherwise. However, we were not able to model how the payments of the withheld amounts will vary across specific hospitals, and that is the second reason we did not account for the program’s effects on the distribution of profit margins. \(^{38}\)

**Other Reductions in Hospital Payments.** The last scenario specified for this analysis incorporates several other reductions in Medicare’s payments to hospitals and in Medicaid’s DSH payments that went into effect after enactment of the ACA. The sequestration provision of the Budget Control Act of 2011, as subsequently amended, is projected to reduce Medicare’s payment rates by 2 percent between 2014 and the first half of fiscal year 2025 and by 4 percent in the second half of fiscal year 2025. \(^{39}\) Sequestration

---

35 See Charles N. Kahn III and others, “Assessing Medicare’s Hospital Pay-for-Performance Programs and Whether They Are Achieving Their Goals,” *Health Affairs*, vol. 34, no. 8 (August 2015), pp. 1281–1288.

36 For example, CMS is likely to continue refining its risk-adjustment methods for both programs. A key area of debate has been whether the risk-adjustment mechanism for the hospital readmission reduction program should be expanded to include socioeconomic status. The Medicare Payment Advisory Commission has recommended that the system be modified so that readmission rates are compared within groups of hospitals with similar shares of low-income Medicare patients. See Medicare Payment Advisory Commission, *Report to the Congress: Medicare and the Health Care Delivery System* (June 2013), pp. 106–110. Such a change could significantly alter the relationship between hospital characteristics and penalties.

37 In 2015, CMS modified the program so that hospitals are evaluated not only on the basis of quality of care but also on a measure of average Medicare spending per beneficiary over a defined period before and after a hospital stay. That spending measure contributes 25 percent to a hospital’s total score under the program. See Medicare Payment Advisory Commission, *Report to the Congress: Medicare Payment Policy* (March 2016), pp. 65–66.

38 We did not use the relationships that have been observed between hospital characteristics and bonuses and penalties in the initial years of the program to try to model such relationships over the next decade because those relationships seem likely to change as hospitals respond to the program and the program evolves. For example, the quality measures included in the program have changed, and CMS added a spending measure in 2015. For a discussion of the effects of that change, see Anup Das and others, “Adding a Spending Metric to Medicare’s Value-Based Purchasing Program Rewarded Low-Quality Hospitals,” *Health Affairs*, vol. 35, no. 5 (May 2016), pp. 898–906.

39 In our analysis, we modeled sequestration as resulting in a 3 percent reduction in Medicare’s payment rates in fiscal year 2025.
will reduce the level of Medicare’s payments to hospitals but does not have an effect that compounds over time.

Also included in this scenario are reductions in Medicare’s payments that CMS made through regulation to adjust for changes in the documentation and coding of diagnoses by hospitals. Hospitals changed their documentation and coding practices for inpatient care when CMS implemented a more refined DRG system in 2008 and 2009, and the result was an unexpected increase in Medicare’s payments. 40 To adjust for that increase, Medicare’s base payment rate for inpatient care was reduced by 2.0 percent in 2012 and by 1.9 percent in 2013. Those downward adjustments resulted in the base payment rates being lower in all subsequent years than would have otherwise been the case.

This scenario also incorporated two provisions of the Medicare Access and CHIP Reauthorization Act of 2015. One provision reduced Medicare’s hospital inpatient payment rates for the 2018–2025 period, yielding projected Medicare savings of $15.1 billion over that eight-year period and projected savings of $0.4 billion in 2025 (the year for which we present projections of hospitals’ margins). 41 The second provision increased allotments for Medicaid’s DSH payments over the 2017–2020 period and reduced those allotments over the 2021–2025 period, resulting in projected federal savings of $4.1 billion over the entire period and projected savings of the same amount ($4.1 billion) in 2025. 42

The final set of changes to hospital payments incorporated in this scenario are those mandated by the Medicare Electronic Health Record (EHR) Incentive Program. That program provides additional payments during the 2011–2016 period to hospitals that are “meaningful users” of EHRs and imposes penalties beginning in 2015 on hospitals that are not. 43 The program will increase Medicare payments to hospitals in the initial years of our projection period and reduce payments thereafter. However, we were not able to predict which hospitals would receive bonuses or penalties under this program and therefore applied CBO’s projection of the percentage change in payments resulting from the program equally across all hospitals.

**Comparison With Recent CMS Analyses**

Our approach to the projections presented below builds on the approach adopted in recent analyses by the CMS actuaries. However, our analysis differs from that of the CMS actuaries in part because we use a

---

40 For a discussion, see Medicare Payment Advisory Commission, *Report to the Congress: Medicare Payment Policy* (March 2010), Chapter 2A Online Appendix A, http://go.usa.gov/xZZTk.

41 Congressional Budget Office, *Cost Estimate and Supplemental Analyses for H.R. 2, the Medicare Access and CHIP Reauthorization Act of 2015* (March 25, 2015), www.cbo.gov/publication/50053. The projected federal savings from the reduction in Medicare’s payment rates for inpatient care stem primarily from lower payments to hospitals under Medicare’s fee-for-service program but also include certain effects of those reductions on other components of Medicare spending. The largest such interaction effect is a reduction in federal payments to Medicare Advantage plans (which would occur because federal payments to those plans are tied to average spending in the fee-for-service program).

42 Ibid.

43 The additional payments are determined from a formula that includes the total number of discharges at the hospital, Medicare’s share of discharges, and the year in which the hospital first achieved meaningful use of an EHR. The penalty for not achieving meaningful use of an EHR is a percentage reduction in the Medicare payment update. The penalty is 25 percent of that update in 2015, 50 percent in 2016, and 75 percent in 2017 and subsequent years.
broader range of assumptions about productivity growth and in part because our methodologies differ in other ways.

In their most recent analysis on this topic, the CMS actuaries estimated that the reductions in Medicare’s payment updates would increase the share of hospitals that have a negative margin from 27 percent in 2013 to as much as 30 percent in 2019 and as much as 50 percent in 2040. That analysis reflects particular assumptions about hospitals’ productivity growth (discussed below) and incorporates the effects of many of the factors accounted for in this paper. A previous analysis by the CMS actuaries estimated the effects of the reductions in payment updates on hospitals’ margins while holding all other factors constant. That analysis projected that the share of hospitals with a negative margin could reach 34 percent in 2019 and 53 percent in 2040. Earlier analyses by the CMS actuaries estimated the effect of the reductions in payment updates on the combined margins of hospitals, skilled nursing facilities, and home health agencies. Those analyses projected that the update cuts would increase the share of those providers with a negative margin by 15 percentage points in 2019 and by 40 percentage points in 2050.

**Assumptions about Productivity Growth.** Projections of hospitals’ margins depend crucially on assumptions regarding hospitals’ productivity growth and how that growth affects hospitals’ costs. As discussed above, measuring productivity growth in the hospital industry is very challenging, and there is considerable uncertainty about whether and to what extent hospitals have increased their productivity in the past. The two most recent analyses of the CMS actuaries projected hospital margins under two alternative assumptions: First, that hospitals’ productivity would increase by 0.4 percent per year; and second, that hospitals’ productivity would not change. (In their previous analyses, the CMS actuaries had used a single assumption about hospitals’ productivity growth—namely, that it would grow at an annual rate of 0.4 percent.)

In our analysis, we projected hospitals’ margins under three different assumptions about productivity growth: first, that hospitals’ productivity would not improve; second, that it would increase by 0.4 percent per year; and third, that hospitals would improve their productivity at the same annual rate as the economy as a whole (an average of 0.8 percent per year over the 2011–2025 period, according to CBO’s projections). As in the CMS analysis, we assumed that any increases in hospitals’ productivity would be used to limit the growth of their costs—rather than being used to enhance the quality of their care.

---


45 The most recent analysis on this topic by the CMS actuaries accounted for all of the factors included in this paper except for the quality-related penalties, the bonuses and penalties in the Medicare EHR Incentive Program, and demographic changes (personal communication from Stephen Heffler, CMS Office of the Actuary, March 4, 2016).


47 For example, see Boards of Trustees, Federal Hospital Insurance and Federal Supplementary Medical Insurance Trust Funds, 2013 Annual Report of the Boards of Trustees of the Federal Hospital Insurance and Federal Supplementary Medical Insurance Trust Funds (May 2013), pp. 205–206; and John D. Shatto and M. Kent Clemens, Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services, Office of the Actuary, “Projected Medicare Expenditures Under Illustrative Scenarios With Alternative Payment Updates to Medicare Providers” (May 18, 2012).
We also followed the approach of the CMS actuaries and adopted the simplifying assumption that all hospitals will achieve the same productivity growth over the projection period. Although evidence suggests that productivity growth varies across hospitals—and hospitals might be expected to vary in their responses to the financial pressures created by the reduction in Medicare’s payment updates—we concluded that we did not have a sufficiently strong basis for assuming different rates of productivity growth among hospitals in the future. The results thus illustrate the average effects on the hospital sector as a whole but may not fully capture variation across different types of hospitals (depending on which characteristics of hospitals are correlated with productivity growth). If hospitals with below-average margins in the base period achieve lower productivity growth in the future than other hospitals, our analysis will underestimate the share of hospitals that will have negative margins. Conversely, if hospitals with below-average margins in the base period achieve higher productivity growth than other hospitals, our analysis will overstate the share of hospitals with negative margins.

**Other Differences in Methodology.** Our approach to the projections differs from that of the CMS actuaries’ most recent projections in five other ways. First, we specified the base year as 2011, whereas the CMS actuaries used 2013. We chose 2011 as the base year because that is the last year before the ACA’s reductions in payment updates related to economywide productivity growth went into effect, whereas the CMS actuaries chose 2013 as the base year because that was the most recent year for which data were available.

The second difference is that our analyses use CBO’s projections in place of CMS’s projections of two components of the Medicare hospital payment updates: the market basket index, which reflects the increase in prices that hospitals pay for inputs, and the projection of the 10-year moving average of economywide productivity growth, which determines the reduction in the payment update required under the ACA. Third, the CMS actuaries projected the effects of the ACA’s reductions in payment updates and other policy changes on hospitals’ margins through 2040, but we instead chose 2025. In our view, making detailed projections farther into the future becomes increasingly difficult because of the growing uncertainties about how the health care system and insurance coverage patterns will evolve over the longer term. Fourth, our projections incorporate the effects of the projected growth and aging of the population, which increases the share of patients covered by Medicare and thus reduces average payment rates to hospitals.

The fifth difference is that we estimated hospitals’ revenues from Medicare Advantage (MA) plans and projected them separately from remaining private-pay revenues. In the cost reports, revenues from MA plans are combined with all private-pay revenues and not recorded separately. However, we were able to derive an estimate of the overall share of Medicare’s payments to hospitals in 2011 that came from MA plans, which was about 20 percent. In that year, MA plans accounted for about 25 percent of all Medicare enrollees. We then used those figures to estimate the amount of revenues for each hospital in our sample that came from MA plans. Specifically, we used data on Medicare FFS payments to each hospital (from the cost reports) and on the share of Medicare enrollees in those plans in each county (from CMS data)—and we assumed that the amount of revenues for a given hospital that were from MA plans was proportional to that share of enrollment in MA plans in the hospital’s county.

---

We then projected revenues for each hospital from MA plans by increasing the payment rates of those plans at the same rate as Medicare’s FFS rates are projected to grow. We based that assumption on evidence that MA plans currently pay rates to hospitals that are similar to Medicare’s FFS rates, rather than the much higher rates paid by commercial plans, owing at least in part to constraints on MA rates that are expected to persist. In contrast, in the analyses of the CMS actuaries, hospitals’ MA revenues were included with total private-pay revenues and therefore were projected to grow at the same rate as private-pay revenues. Consequently, hospitals’ revenues from MA plans were assumed to grow more rapidly in the analyses of the CMS actuaries than in our analysis—and that would have led to higher projected profit margins in the CMS analysis, holding other factors equal.

**Scenario 0: Projecting Margins Using Pre-ACA Update Rules**

We began the analysis by projecting hospitals’ margins under a “base case” scenario in which hospitals’ revenues and costs were projected on the basis of the relevant federal laws and policies as they applied in 2011—and ignoring any changes in federal policies that were scheduled to occur in future years or were enacted subsequently. In particular, this scenario does not incorporate the reductions in Medicare’s payment updates specified in the ACA that were scheduled to be implemented, the coverage expansions, or other reductions in hospital payments that are incorporated in subsequent scenarios. However, the effects of demographic changes are incorporated in this scenario—and in all other scenarios analyzed in this paper. The projections under this initial scenario provide a basis for estimating the effects of the policy changes incorporated in the subsequent scenarios.

**Approach to Projecting Hospitals’ Revenues and Costs.** Before accounting for the effects of demographic changes, we projected hospitals’ revenues and costs under this scenario as follows:

- We projected hospitals’ costs using the projected annual increases in the hospital market basket index, which measures the prices of hospitals’ inputs, and factored in the effect of the assumed annual growth in hospitals’ productivity (using the three different assumptions specified above).

- Those calculations yielded a 51 percent cumulative increase in hospitals’ average input prices from 2011 to 2025; if hospitals did not reduce costs through productivity growth, then their costs would also grow by 51 percent. Alternatively, factoring in the assumption of 0.4 percent annual productivity growth yielded a 43 percent cumulative increase in hospitals’ costs over that period, and assuming instead that hospitals achieved the same productivity growth as the economy as a whole brought the cumulative increase in costs down to 36 percent.

- We projected hospitals’ revenues from Medicare’s FFS program by updating Medicare’s payment rates by the amount of the projected annual increases in the hospital market basket index, which

---

**Notes:**


50 More specifically, for a given year, costs from the base year are multiplied by the cumulative growth in input prices and the cumulative effect of productivity growth.
was the formula in effect just before enactment of the ACA. Those calculations yielded a 51 percent cumulative increase in hospitals’ average Medicare payment rates from 2011 to 2025.  

- We projected hospitals’ revenues from MA plans by assuming that the hospital payment rates of those plans would grow at the same rate as Medicare’s FFS rates (for reasons discussed above).

- We assumed that hospitals’ revenues from all other sources—which come mostly from private insurance plans—would grow at the same rate as their costs.

Hospitals’ revenues from all sources other than Medicare include payments for privately insured patients, Medicaid patients, and self-pay patients. For this scenario, we assumed that hospitals’ revenues from those other sources would grow at the same rate as their costs over the long run—an assumption supported by some evidence. Specifically, data compiled by the AHA indicates that hospitals’ payments from private payers have grown relative to their costs since the early 2000s, but those payments fell relative to hospitals’ costs in the 1990s.  

Predicting which trend might predominate in the future is difficult and depends in part on responses to the financial pressures facing the health care system, which we are not in a position to model. If recent trends continue, however, our analysis would understate the growth in hospitals’ revenues from private payers.

The AHA data also indicate that hospitals’ payments relative to their costs have fluctuated much less for Medicaid patients than for private-pay patients over the past two decades and that the ratio of payments to costs for Medicaid patients was the same at the end of that 20-year period as it was at the beginning. Those data provide some support for the assumption that hospitals’ revenues from Medicaid will grow at the same rate as their costs over the long run.

In making our illustrative projections of hospitals’ total revenues and costs for each major type of payer, we effectively assumed that changes in patient case mix and in the mix of services delivered by hospitals would not affect their margins on net. For example, the share of hospitals’ revenues derived from outpatient care has increased over time and might continue increasing in the future, and the profitability of such services might differ from that of inpatient services, but we did not adjust our illustrative projections to account for such differences—so in effect, we assumed they would not affect hospitals’ profits on net.

**Accounting for Demographic Changes.** For each scenario, we adjusted the projections of hospitals’ revenues and costs to account for the projected growth and aging of the population. We made those adjustments by applying CBO’s projections of the growth of the population—both overall and for Medicare enrollment—and estimates of how changing age profiles of the population will affect spending by payer. The effects of those demographic changes are driven mainly by the projected increase in the

51 In making those calculations, we did not vary the market basket index when we applied different assumptions about overall productivity growth for hospitals. Changes in the aggregate productivity of hospitals would probably change their demand for inputs and thus could affect the prices of those inputs. However, we lacked evidence on the likely magnitude of such effects. Moreover, changes in the market basket index would alter the growth of both revenues and costs in our analysis—so using a moderately different value for the index would not have substantial effects on the projections of hospitals’ margins or the share of hospitals with a negative margin.

52 See American Hospital Association, *Trendwatch Chartbook 2015* and *Trendwatch Chartbook 2005*. The payment-to-cost ratios observed for private payers in 2012 and 2013 exceeded 140 percent, whereas the ratios observed between 1991 and 1993 were between 130 percent and 132 percent.
share of the population that will be covered by Medicare. As discussed previously, that development is expected to reduce hospitals’ margins because the share of hospital patients covered by Medicare will rise, and Medicare’s payment rates for hospitals (and the rates of MA plans) tend to be substantially lower than those of commercial plans.

We also accounted for the fact that the aging of the population will increase Medicare’s direct GME payments to teaching hospitals, because the formula for determining those payments depends partly on the share of a hospital’s inpatient days that are covered by Medicare. (Population aging will also increase indirect payments for GME, which are a percentage add-on to Medicare’s base payment amount for inpatient stays.)

**Results for This Scenario.** We made the following projections for this scenario:

- If hospitals achieved the same productivity growth as the economy as a whole, the share of hospitals with a negative margin would fall from 27 percent in 2011 to 15 percent in 2025, and the aggregate margin of hospitals would increase from 6.0 percent to 8.2 percent during that period (see Table 6, column 1 and column 2, top panel).

- If, instead, the annual productivity growth of hospitals was 0.4 percent, 22 percent of hospitals would have a negative margin in 2025, and the aggregate margin of hospitals in that year would be 6.6 percent (see Table 6, column 2, middle panel).

- Alternatively, if hospitals achieved no productivity growth, the share of hospitals with a negative margin in 2025 would increase to 32 percent, and the aggregate margin of hospitals would fall to 4.8 percent (see Table 6, column 2, bottom panel).

Under this scenario, the financial performance of hospitals is projected to improve over the projection period under the first two assumptions about hospitals’ productivity growth. In those cases, hospitals’ revenues from the Medicare program are projected to grow faster than their costs, whereas their revenues from all other sources are assumed to grow at the same rate as their costs. The result regarding Medicare revenues stems from the assumption that Medicare’s payment rates would grow at the same rate as hospitals’ input prices, whereas hospitals’ costs are assumed to grow more slowly (because of productivity growth). Profits would have been even higher in this scenario because of productivity growth alone, but we also took into account population aging, which reduces profit margins somewhat.

In contrast, the financial performance of hospitals is projected to decline over the projection period under the assumption of no productivity growth by hospitals. Under that assumption, costs and revenues generally grow in parallel—which would tend to leave profit margins unchanged. However, population aging reduces profit margins, and in this case that effect is not offset by growth in productivity. Additionally, Medicare DSH and direct GME payments are projected to grow more slowly than Medicare’s payment rates and thus more slowly than hospitals’ costs. As a result, profit margins would decline gradually under this scenario.

---

53 We identified direct GME payments from the cost reports and projected those separately from other Medicare revenues using CBO’s baseline projection of those payments. Projecting direct GME payments separately from other Medicare payments had very little effect on our estimates of hospitals’ margins because direct GME payments account for only about 2 percent of total Medicare payments to hospitals.
Table 6.
Share of Hospitals With a Negative Margin and Hospitals’ Aggregate Margins, by Scenario and Rate of Productivity Growth, 2025

Percent

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure of Hospital Profitability</th>
<th>Base Year (2011)</th>
<th>Scenario 0</th>
<th>Scenario 1</th>
<th>Scenario 2</th>
<th>Scenario 3</th>
<th>Scenario 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Level</td>
<td>Changea</td>
<td>Level</td>
<td>Changea</td>
<td>Level</td>
<td>Changea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share With a Negative Margin</td>
<td>27 15</td>
<td>+20 36</td>
<td>-10 26</td>
<td>+6 32</td>
<td>+10 41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggregate Margin</td>
<td>6.0 8.2</td>
<td>-3.8 4.4</td>
<td>+1.7 6.0</td>
<td>-1.2 4.8</td>
<td>-1.5 3.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Productivity Growth of 0.4 Percent

| Share With a Negative Margin     | 27 22 | +24 47 | -11 36 | +6 42 | +9 51 |
| Aggregate Margin                 | 6.0 6.6 | -4.0 2.6 | +1.7 4.3 | -1.2 3.1 | -1.5 1.6 |

Productivity Growth of Zero

| Share With a Negative Margin     | 27 32 | +25 57 | -10 47 | +6 53 | +7 60 |
| Aggregate Margin                 | 6.0 4.8 | -4.2 0.7 | +1.7 2.4 | -1.2 1.2 | -1.4 0.2 |


Scenario 0: no payment update cuts.

Scenario 1: cuts in Medicare’s payment updates.

Scenario 2: the same as Scenario 1 plus insurance coverage expansion.

Scenario 3: the same as Scenario 2 plus disproportionate share hospital payment cuts and penalties related to quality of care.

Scenario 4: the same as Scenario 3 plus additional reductions in hospital payments.

The analysis excludes hospitals that are paid on a cost basis (that is, critical access, children’s, and cancer hospitals) and non-acute care hospitals (such as rehabilitation, long-term care, and psychiatric hospitals). Maryland hospitals are excluded because they are paid under a statewide all-payer rate-setting mechanism that is not directly affected by the reduction in payment updates mandated by the Affordable Care Act. Hospitals with incomplete reports or outlier margins that yielded profits or losses exceeding 50 percent are also excluded. Cost reports were assigned to a given federal fiscal year if hospitals’ fiscal years started within six months of October 1st (so, for example, cost reports beginning between April 1, 2010, and March 31, 2011, were assigned to fiscal year 2011).

a. Change from previous scenario: numbers may not add up because of rounding.

b. This amount varies each year, but is, on average, 0.8 percent.

The share of hospital revenues accounted for by hospitals with a negative margin is somewhat smaller than the share of hospitals with a negative margin, because unprofitable hospitals in 2011 were smaller than average. For example, the 27 percent of hospitals with a negative margin in that year received 17 percent of total hospital revenues. According to our projections, the same pattern would be true in 2025, but that is largely because of the simple approach we adopted for this analysis—specifically, we assumed that the percentage growth in the major components of hospitals’ revenues and costs does not vary across hospitals, and we did not account for any possible responses by hospitals (including closures, mergers, or acquisitions as well as any other efforts to increase revenues or reduce costs). Appendix D presents projections of the share of revenues in hospitals with a negative margin under each scenario. The findings

29
follow the same general pattern across scenarios as the projections of the share of hospitals with a negative margin.

Scenario 1: Projecting the Effects of the Reductions in Payment Updates Specified in the ACA
To project the effects on hospitals’ margins of the reductions in Medicare’s payment updates specified in the ACA while holding other key factors constant, we modified the approach we used to project hospitals’ revenues and costs in Scenario 0 in the following ways:

• We projected hospitals’ revenues from Medicare’s FFS program using the formula for updates in payment rates specified in the ACA. In particular, we specified the annual updates as the projected annual increase in the hospital market basket index, minus two amounts: the projected growth in economywide multifactor productivity (which CBO projects will average 0.8 percent per year through 2025) and additional reductions through 2019 that were specified in the ACA. The net effect of those calculations is a 32 percent cumulative increase in Medicare revenues from 2011 through 2025, rather than the 51 percent increase in the previous scenario.

• We assumed that hospitals’ revenues from Medicaid would grow at a rate midway between the growth in their Medicare revenues and the growth in their costs, due to constraints on Medicaid’s payment rates that are discussed below.

As in Scenario 0, we projected hospital’s revenues from MA plans by assuming that the hospital payment rates of those plans would grow at the same rate as Medicare’s FFS rates. Furthermore, we adopted the same approach as in Scenario 0 to project hospitals’ costs and hospitals’ revenues from all sources other than the Medicare FFS program, MA plans, and Medicaid, and we used the same approach to account for demographic changes.

Medicaid. Medicaid revenues may be constrained by Medicaid’s upper payment limit (UPL) rules, but the extent of the effect is difficult to predict. By law, the UPL constrains total Medicaid FFS payments to hospitals in each state each year to not exceed the total amount that Medicare would have paid for the same services. There is considerable uncertainty, however, about the extent to which hospitals’ Medicaid revenues would be constrained under the UPL by the reductions in Medicare’s payment updates specified in the ACA. Information is not readily available on how many states have set their Medicaid hospital payment rates at the maximum amount allowed under the UPL, so it is not known how many states would be able to increase their Medicaid FFS rates more rapidly than the Medicare FFS rates over the next decade. Moreover, the UPL applies only to Medicaid’s FFS payments, so payment rates set by Medicaid managed care plans might grow faster than the FFS rates. In addition, many states make supplemental payments to hospitals under their Medicaid programs, and in some states those payments are not constrained by the UPL.

54 This scenario does not incorporate changes in Medicare’s payment rates for hospitals that were not part of the ACA. Those changes are incorporated in Scenario 4 (below).

55 Supplemental payments are additional payments (beyond those determined under Medicaid’s FFS payment rates) that hospitals and other providers receive in many states. Supplemental payments accounted for nearly a quarter of total Medicaid payments to hospitals in 2013. In general, supplemental payments are included in the definition of total Medicaid payments to hospitals for purposes of applying the UPL. However, some states that have shifted a substantial share of their Medicaid population into
For those reasons, we assumed under this scenario that hospitals’ Medicaid revenues would grow at a rate midway between the following rates: first, the growth of their Medicare revenues (the rate we assumed would apply if Medicaid’s payments to hospitals were fully constrained by the UPL to grow no faster than Medicare’s FFS rates); and second, the growth of their costs (an approximation of the growth rate that would apply if the growth in Medicaid’s payments to hospitals was unaffected by the UPL and thus unaffected by the reductions in Medicare’s payment updates specified in the ACA). Those assumptions have the largest effect on the projections if hospital productivity does not grow—because the UPL constraints are most likely to be binding in that case.

Our projections of revenues from Medicaid include revenues for both managed care and FFS enrollees, so the same assumption applies to both revenue streams. The data on revenues from Medicaid in the cost reports upon which we based our analysis include revenues for both types of enrollees.

Results for This Scenario. Here we account for the reductions in Medicare’s payment updates specified in the ACA, while holding other key factors constant and excluding any potential responses by hospitals to financial pressures. Relative to Scenario 0, the share of hospitals with a negative margin in 2025 increases by 20 to 25 percentage points (depending on the assumption about hospitals’ productivity growth), and the aggregate margin of hospitals declines by about 4 percentage points (see Table 6, column 3). Those projected changes resulted in the following projections for 2025:

- If hospitals achieved the same productivity growth as the economy as a whole, the share of hospitals with a negative margin in 2025 would increase from 15 percent in Scenario 0 to 36 percent here, and the aggregate margin of hospitals would fall from 8.2 percent to 4.4 percent (see Table 6, column 4, top panel).

- If, instead, the annual productivity growth of hospitals was 0.4 percent, the share of hospitals with a negative margin in 2025 would increase to 47 percent, and the aggregate margin of hospitals in that year would fall to 2.6 percent (see Table 6, column 4, middle panel).

- Alternatively, if hospitals achieved no cost reductions through productivity growth, the share of hospitals with a negative margin in 2025 would increase to 57 percent, and the aggregate margin of hospitals would fall to 0.7 percent (see Table 6, column 4, bottom panel).

Scenario 2: Factoring in the Insurance Coverage Expansion

For this scenario, we modified the assumptions underlying the previous scenario in order to account for the increased revenue that hospitals are expected to receive as a result of the expansions in insurance coverage. To do so, we started with hospitals’ reported costs of uncompensated care in the base year (2011) and estimated the portion of those costs that are incurred for treating uninsured patients. In particular, we excluded bad debt for Medicare that was not reimbursed as well as underpayments (relative to cost) for Medicaid and other government programs, because those costs are not related to the uninsured population. We were not able to exclude bad debt for the privately insured population because that amount is not reported; as a result, our estimates may overstate the costs of uncompensated care for the uninsured population.

managed care plans have received waivers from CMS allowing them to make supplemental payments to providers that are not constrained by the UPL but rather are contingent upon other requirements. For a discussion, see Medicaid and CHIP Payment Assessment Commission, March 2014 Report to the Congress on Medicaid and CHIP, Chapter 6.
In applying our approach, we accounted for the fact that hospitals received some payments from uninsured patients before the coverage expansion. Those payments were included in hospitals’ non-Medicare, non-Medicaid revenues, which we assumed would grow at the same rate as hospitals’ costs. The additional revenues estimated in this scenario for newly insured patients are payments for the portion of hospitals’ costs that would have otherwise been uncompensated.

To construct our estimates, we assumed that the amount of uncompensated care associated with treating uninsured patients will decrease in direct proportion to the increase in the share of the previously uninsured population that gains coverage. We used CBO’s projections of those increases in coverage to project the reduction in uncompensated care for all hospitals, taking into account which states have chosen to expand Medicaid already and the share of the population potentially eligible for Medicaid that is projected to be covered by Medicaid in the future. We calculated the reduction in uncompensated care for a given hospital by starting with county-level estimates of uninsured rates before the ACA’s implementation, allocating CBO’s projected declines in the uninsured rate proportionally across states and counties, and then assuming that the decline in costs for uncompensated care would occur in proportion to the decline in the uninsured rate for the hospital’s county.

Overall, CBO projects that about 47 percent of the population that would have otherwise been uninsured in 2026 will gain coverage as a result of the ACA, reflecting a projection that about 80 percent of the population that is potentially eligible for coverage under the ACA’s Medicaid expansion will live in a state that chose to expand its Medicaid coverage. Correspondingly, we projected that hospitals will receive payment for about 47 percent of the costs that would have otherwise been uncompensated, on average. If the people gaining insurance coverage would otherwise have received a larger share of uncompensated care (perhaps because they have more serious health conditions), that approach would understate the increase in hospitals’ revenues. Alternatively, if costs for uncompensated care do not decline in proportion to the reduction in the uninsured population, that approach would overstate the increase in hospitals’ revenues.

To estimate the revenues that hospitals would receive for the newly insured population, we used CBO’s projections of the share of that population that would be covered by Medicaid and the share that would be enrolled in private plans through the exchanges. Medicaid’s payment rates are below hospitals’ average costs, and we assumed that the payment rates of plans in the exchanges are above hospitals’ average costs. We therefore assumed that, on net, hospitals would initially receive revenues for the newly insured population that are equal to their costs of treating them. For the portion attributable to Medicaid, however, we estimated that those revenues would grow more slowly than costs over time on account of the UPL constraints on Medicaid’s payment rates (using the same assumptions for Medicaid discussed above). We also estimated that the use of hospitals’ services among the newly insured will increase by about 40 percent as a result of having insurance, which translates into an overall increase of about 2 percent or 3 percent.

---


percent in hospital use. In our projections, that greater use was reflected in an increase in hospitals’ costs for treating the previously uninsured and a roughly equal increase in revenues—and thus did not affect our projections of hospitals’ profit margins appreciably.

Results for This Scenario. Incorporating the effects of the coverage expansions only partially offsets the negative effects on hospitals’ finances of the reductions in Medicare’s payment updates. As described above, the reductions in the payment updates increase the share of hospitals with a negative margin in 2025 by 20 to 25 percentage points. The coverage expansions subsequently reduce that share by about 10 percentage points (see Table 6, column 5). The net effect of those two policies thus increases the share of hospitals with a negative margin in 2025 by 11 to 15 percentage points relative to Scenario 0. Similarly, the net effect of the two policies reduces the aggregate margin of hospitals in 2025 by about 2 percentage points, again not incorporating any potential responses by hospitals to financial pressures and holding other factors constant.

Our projections for this scenario are as follows:

- If hospitals achieved the same productivity growth as the economy as a whole, the share of hospitals with a negative margin in 2025 would fall from 36 percent in Scenario 1 to 26 percent here; the aggregate margin of hospitals would increase from 4.4 percent to 6.0 percent during that period (see Table 6, column 6, top panel).

- If, instead, the annual productivity growth of hospitals was 0.4 percent, 36 percent of hospitals would have a negative margin in 2025, and the aggregate margin of hospitals in that year would be 4.3 percent (see Table 6, column 6, middle panel).

- Alternatively, if hospitals achieved no cost reductions through productivity growth, 47 percent of hospitals would have a negative margin in 2025, and the aggregate margin of hospitals in that year would be 2.4 percent (see Table 6, column 6, bottom panel).

Those results highlight the key role of productivity growth in projecting the financial pressures facing hospitals. Under this scenario, if hospitals achieved the same productivity growth as the economy as a whole, their finances would not decline compared with their status in 2011. Alternatively, under the other two assumptions about hospitals’ productivity growth, our illustrative projections indicate that hospitals would be under more financial pressure in 2025 than they were in 2011.

Sensitivity Analysis. We developed those projections using CBO’s baseline projections of the number of people who will become newly insured as a result of the coverage expansions. The projections depend partly on the number of states that expand Medicaid coverage under provisions of the ACA. As of July 2016, 31 states and the District of Columbia have expanded their Medicaid coverage, and those states contain about 50 percent of the potential newly eligible population. CBO anticipates that additional states will expand coverage over the next few years so that by 2025 nearly 80 percent of the eligible population will reside in states that have expanded coverage.

58 Ibid., pp. 71–76. Varying the assumption about the extent to which hospital use will increase among the newly insured had little effect on projected hospital margins.
To test the sensitivity of our results, we projected hospitals’ margins under two alternative assumptions: First, that no additional states will expand Medicaid coverage, and second, that all states will expand Medicaid coverage by 2025. Those changes in assumptions had modest effects on our projections. Under the assumptions that hospitals achieve 0.4 percent annual productivity growth and that no additional states expand Medicaid coverage, the share of hospitals with a negative margin in 2025 under this scenario would increase from 36 percent to 37 percent, and the aggregate margin would fall from 4.3 percent to 4.2 percent during that period (those estimates are not shown in Table 6). If instead annual productivity growth was 0.4 percent and all states expanded their Medicaid coverage, the share of hospitals with a negative margin in 2025 would fall to 35 percent, and the aggregate margin in that year would be 4.4 percent.

Those differing assumptions about the number of states that expand Medicaid coverage have a small effect on our projections of aggregate hospitals’ margins. That is in part because the hospitals that would receive the greatest benefit from the expansion of Medicaid coverage in additional states are more likely to have negative margins, and because in most cases the additional revenue from the Medicaid expansion is not sufficient to change those hospitals’ margins from negative to positive. Moreover, the total additional revenue that hospitals as a group would receive from the newly covered Medicaid beneficiaries—including revenues for hospitals in states that have already expanded Medicaid, which would not differ in these sensitivity tests—is not large enough relative to their revenues from other sources to substantially alter the projected aggregate margins. Even so, expansions of Medicaid would benefit hospitals in those states financially.

**Scenario 3: Factoring in the ACA’s DSH Cuts and Penalties Related to Quality of Care**

In this scenario, we modified the assumptions underlying the previous scenario by incorporating the reductions to DSH payments specified in the ACA and the ACA’s penalties for hospitals that exceed certain thresholds for hospital readmissions and hospital-acquired conditions. We incorporated the effects of the DSH cuts by first isolating DSH payments in the cost reports from the rest of hospitals’ Medicare and Medicaid revenues and then projecting the payments separately according to projected growth rates under the ACA. Because we were not able to model which hospitals will be assessed the penalties for readmissions and hospital-acquired conditions over time, we applied CBO’s projection of the average effect of those penalties equally to all hospitals. Consequently, the projections may underestimate the increase in the share of hospitals with a negative margin if the penalized hospitals are more likely to have a margin just above zero before the penalties, and the projections may overstate that effect if penalized hospitals are more likely to have margins that are already negative or are more strongly positive.

Our projections indicate that incorporating the ACA’s DSH cuts and quality-related penalties increases the share of hospitals with a negative margin in 2025 by about 6 percentage points, relative to Scenario 2, and reduces the aggregate margin of hospitals by about 1 percentage point (see Table 6, column 7). That projected change in hospitals’ financial performance between the previous scenario and this scenario stems primarily from the cuts in DSH payments; the penalties had very little effect on projected margins.

---

59 For the previous scenarios, we projected DSH payments separately on the basis of the projected growth in DSH payments under the law before enactment of the ACA.
The projections for this scenario capture the combined effects of the major provisions of the ACA that will affect hospitals’ financial performance—again, without incorporating any potential responses by hospitals to financial pressures and holding other factors constant.

- Under this scenario, if hospitals achieved the same productivity growth as the economy as a whole, the share of hospitals with a negative margin in 2025 would increase from 26 percent in Scenario 2 to 32 percent here, and the aggregate margin of hospitals would fall from 6.0 percent to 4.8 percent (see Table 6, column 8, top panel).

- If, instead, hospitals’ productivity grew by 0.4 percent per year, 42 percent of hospitals would have a negative margin in 2025, and the aggregate margin of hospitals in that year would be 3.1 percent.

- Alternatively, if hospitals achieved no productivity growth, 53 percent of hospitals would have a negative margin in 2025, and the aggregate margin of hospitals would be 1.2 percent.

### Scenario 4: Incorporating Other Reductions in Hospital Payments

The final scenario incorporates the effect of several other reductions in hospital payments that were not part of the ACA—namely, the reductions in Medicare’s payment rates required under sequestration; the reductions in Medicare’s payment rates for inpatient care in 2012 and 2013 to adjust for prior changes in the documentation and coding of diagnoses by hospitals; the reduction in Medicare’s hospital inpatient payment rates and Medicaid’s DSH payments specified in the Medicare Access and CHIP Reauthorization Act of 2015; and the penalties for hospitals mandated by the Medicare EHR Incentive Program.

Our projections indicate that incorporating those additional reductions in hospital payments increases the share of hospitals with a negative margin in 2025 by between 7 and 10 percentage points, relative to Scenario 3, and reduces the aggregate margin of hospitals by about 1.5 percentage points (see Table 6, column 9). The projections for this scenario are as follows (again not incorporating any potential responses by hospitals to financial pressures and holding other factors constant):

- Assuming that hospitals achieved the same productivity growth as the economy as a whole, the share of hospitals with a negative margin in 2025 would grow from 32 percent in Scenario 3 to 41 percent here, and the aggregate margin of hospitals would fall from 4.8 percent to 3.3 percent (see Table 6, column 10, top panel).

- If, instead, hospitals’ productivity grew by 0.4 percent annually, the share of hospitals with a negative margin would rise to 51 percent in 2025, and the aggregate margin of hospitals in that year would fall to 1.6 percent.

- Alternatively, if hospitals achieved no productivity growth, the share of hospitals with a negative margin would rise to 60 percent in 2025, and the aggregate margin of hospitals in that year would fall to negative 0.2 percent.

Thus, even under the most optimistic assumption about hospitals’ productivity growth, the combined effect of all the factors considered in this analysis would reduce hospitals’ margins considerably—again, ignoring potential responses by hospitals to those financial pressures. By comparison, according to AHA
data for the 1994–2014 period, the share of all community hospitals with negative margins has exceeded 30 percent only in 1999, 2000, and 2008.

According to our calculations, hospitals would have to achieve greater revenue growth or slower cost growth—or some combination of the two—than we have assumed in this paper if they were to achieve the same aggregate profit margins in 2025 as in 2011. For example, if their productivity growth matched that in the overall economy, hospitals would have to increase their total revenues or reduce their total costs by an additional 0.2 percent per year to achieve the 2011 level of aggregate profits. Alternatively, if they were not to reduce costs at all through higher productivity, they would have to increase total revenues or reduce total costs through other means by about 0.5 percent per year to maintain the same profit levels in 2025 that they achieved in 2011. Although our analysis indicates that hospitals could maintain their aggregate profit margins in 2025 at about their level in 2011 with some modest reductions in costs or increases in revenues, it could prove challenging for hospitals to achieve those results year after year.

Those estimates are smaller (and differ by less) than the variation in hospitals’ productivity growth examined in this paper—which ranged from zero to 0.8 percent per year. That disparity reflects differences in the methods involved in the calculations. The estimates in the paragraph above capture the effect of additional reductions in hospitals’ costs while holding their revenues constant, or the effect of additional increases in their revenues while holding their costs constant. And those increases and decreases would apply to all patients, regardless of their source of insurance. By contrast, all of the other estimates presented in this paper were generated from a model in which revenues for private payers are assumed to grow in parallel with costs and revenues for Medicaid patients are assumed to grow partly with costs. Consequently, any productivity improvements by hospitals incorporated in the model do not improve profitability for private patients and only partly improve profitability for Medicaid patients—so a larger difference in productivity growth rates is needed to have the same overall effect on hospitals’ profits.

5. Potential Responses by Hospitals

The projections presented above indicate that hospitals will face financial challenges over the next decade, but the magnitude of those challenges is uncertain. In addition to the federal policies we examined, many other external factors may also affect hospitals’ finances. Those factors include changes in the health of the population, changes in physicians’ treatment methods and practice patterns, changes in insurance plan designs and other actions by insurers, and responses and actions by enrollees and patients. Some of those additional factors may improve hospitals’ finances and others may worsen them, but the net effect is difficult to predict.

The implications of those challenges for hospitals’ financial performance, the quality of care they deliver, and beneficiaries’ access to care all depend importantly on how hospitals respond to those pressures. Hospitals might respond by reducing their costs, increasing their revenues, or doing both. Participation in new payment models that emphasize greater coordination and integration of care—such as accountable care organizations (ACOs) and bundled payments—could enable hospitals to capture more of the financial rewards from increased efficiency in the health sector overall, but the effects of those new payment models on hospitals’ finances remain uncertain and will depend on their design. Hospitals that are not able to adjust to the financial challenges might merge with more profitable hospitals or close.
Estimating the extent to which those developments might occur, however, or the effects on spending, quality of care, and access to care if they did, is very difficult and is beyond the scope of this paper. As a result, this paper represents only a partial and limited analysis and should be interpreted accordingly.

Reducing Costs

Hospitals could reduce their costs in various ways, some of which might increase their productivity. However, some efforts by hospitals to reduce costs might not increase productivity and might instead reduce the amount and the quality of care delivered to Medicare beneficiaries or other patients—or might not increase quality as much as they would have if hospitals were not focusing on restraining cost growth. Some previous studies have found that hospitals reduced their costs in response to reductions in Medicare’s payment rates, although those studies generally did not investigate whether the cost reductions led to improvements in productivity.

Possible approaches that hospitals could take to reduce their costs in response to the reductions in Medicare’s payment updates include these:

- Reducing the number or intensity of services provided during a typical admission;
- Decreasing the number of days patients stay in the hospital;
- Using fewer employees or using a less expensive mix of personnel (for example, employing nurses and technicians with less experience and training or substituting contract workers for hospital employees);
- Reducing amenities; and
- Delaying or eliminating capital improvements.

However, hospitals have some incentives to take such steps already—particularly for-profit hospitals or nonprofit and public hospitals that are marginally profitable or losing money—and it is not known whether hospitals could reduce their costs sufficiently through those approaches to enable them to maintain profit margins comparable to their current margins without adversely affecting the quality of care. Hospitals might also reduce or eliminate unprofitable services (such as trauma centers, psychiatric care, and substance abuse treatment), which could lessen access to those services.

Hospitals might also respond to financial pressures by reducing the growth of their input prices, such as the compensation of nurses and other employees, or by making prescription drug formularies stricter. Changes in staffing mix or overall compensation would be reflected in the hospital market basket index, and thus only price reductions for nonlabor inputs—which constitute approximately 40 percent of hospitals’ costs—would improve their margins on Medicare patients. Reducing the growth of either type of input prices could improve hospitals’ total all-payer margins, however, because payment updates from private payers are not directly linked to hospitals’ input prices.

Increasing Revenues

Hospitals might try to increase their revenues to offset the effects of the reductions in Medicare’s payment updates. Some policymakers, health industry sources, and analysts have expressed concerns that hospitals will compensate for the reduction in Medicare’s payment updates by charging private payers higher prices through a phenomenon known as cost shifting. Cost shifting occurs if reductions in payment rates for Medicare or Medicaid result in increases in private payment rates (or vice versa). The fact that private insurers pay hospitals higher rates than public insurers is often cited as evidence for cost shifting, but those price differences can occur for other reasons. A recent review of the research literature on cost shifting concluded that the evidence is mixed and that, at most, a small fraction of Medicare’s payment cuts is shifted to private payers. More recently, two studies found that—contrary to the cost-shifting hypothesis—reductions in Medicare’s payment rates have led to lower rates for private payers. In that light, it may be difficult for hospitals to offset a substantial portion of the reductions in Medicare’s payment updates by raising their private payment rates.

Hospitals could also try to increase revenues in other ways, but they would face various constraints. For example, hospitals could boost revenues and perhaps profits by expanding the volume and intensity of services they provide to privately and publicly insured patients. Some studies have found that physicians have increased the volume and intensity of the services they provide in response to reductions in payment rates, but there is little evidence on whether hospitals are able to offset reductions in payment rates in that manner. It may be difficult for hospitals to significantly expand the volume and intensity of services they provide to privately insured patients—relative to what would have occurred otherwise—given the efforts of private insurers to hold down cost growth. Hospitals would have weaker incentives to try to expand the volume and intensity of their services for Medicare patients given the lower payment rates, and federal efforts to monitor the appropriateness of hospital services provided to Medicare beneficiaries (through initiatives such as audits) would tend to deter such efforts. However, individual hospitals might alter the mix of services they provide, shifting toward those that are most profitable.

Some hospitals might respond to the reductions in Medicare’s payment updates by engaging in “upcoding”—that is, inappropriately coding some patients into higher cost DRGs to boost their payment from Medicare. Although some upcoding has occurred in the past, CMS has closely monitored providers’ coding practices and used its authority to reduce payment updates to offset the effects of upcoding. Hospitals may find it difficult, therefore, to significantly increase their revenues through additional upcoding—but the effects depend in part on how CMS regulates such efforts in the future.

---

61 For example, see Boards of Trustees, Federal Hospital Insurance and Federal Supplementary Medical Insurance Trust Funds, 2014 Annual Report of the Boards of Trustees of the Federal Hospital Insurance and Federal Supplementary Medical Insurance Trust Funds (July 2014), pp. 208–209.


Another way in which some hospitals might try to increase their revenues is by reducing their share of patients who are enrolled in the Medicare program and increasing their share of patients who are enrolled in private insurance plans. For example, some hospitals might try to expand services that are used more heavily by privately insured patients and reduce services that are used more heavily by Medicare patients. Whether or not hospitals would have an incentive to try to increase the share of their Medicare patients who are enrolled in MA plans would depend on how the hospital payment rates of those plans compare with Medicare’s FFS rates over time. The available evidence indicates that MA plans currently pay hospital rates that are similar to Medicare’s FFS rates, rather than the substantially higher rates that commercial plans pay. We assumed that the hospital rates paid by MA plans would grow at the same pace as Medicare’s FFS rates. Under those conditions, hospitals are less likely to find that MA enrollees are more profitable to treat than FFS enrollees than if MA payment rates were higher than FFS rates.

Addressing Both Costs and Revenues via New Payment Models

The financial performance of hospitals will depend in part on the extent to which they participate in new payment models and on the success of those models in promoting high-quality, cost-effective care. Two such payment models that have gained considerable attention are accountable care organizations and bundled payment arrangements. In an ACO, doctors, hospitals, and other providers have an incentive to work together to coordinate care for and reduce spending on Medicare beneficiaries. They share in the savings if the spending for their Medicare patients is below a target and they meet certain standards for quality. In some ACO models, providers also share in the losses if the spending for their patients exceeds the target. In bundled payment arrangements, single payments are made for broadly related groups of services that constitute an episode of care for a given patient—which may be furnished by different providers, such as hospitals, providers of postacute care, and physicians. The goal is to improve the efficiency and quality of care by aligning the financial incentives of different providers.

Medicare recently started experimenting with payment models such as ACOs and bundled payments, and their ultimate effects on cost, quality of care, and the financial performance of hospitals and other providers are uncertain. An important feature of such models is that they give hospitals an incentive to coordinate with other providers or take other steps to reduce the total cost of care while enabling hospitals to share in the savings. Thus, if the new models work as intended, hospitals’ costs could fall by more than their revenues, partially offsetting the effects of the reductions in payment updates. Recent research suggests that Medicare ACOs have had varying levels of success with reducing spending, but it is unknown how successful the new payment models will be over time. In addition, other providers participating in such models could also seek to generate savings by avoiding or limiting hospital admissions, which could affect hospitals’ finances adversely.

Merging or Closing

Some hospitals might respond to the financial pressures by consolidating with another hospital or hospital system. Consolidation may allow hospitals to make larger changes—such as combining departments, reducing excess capacity, or restructuring contracts with staff or suppliers—that allow them to provide

---


services more efficiently. As a result of increased bargaining power, consolidation may also allow hospitals to increase the prices they charge private payers. There is little direct evidence on the effect of hospital mergers on the quality of care. Two studies found no evidence that mergers have a significant effect on quality, while another study found that mergers are associated with higher inpatient mortality rates among heart disease patients.

Unprofitable hospitals may also decide to close. If the hospitals that do so are less efficient, the sector as a whole may become more efficient, on average, as a result. However, hospital closures have also been shown to increase prices for private payers at nearby remaining hospitals. Evidence on the effects of hospital closures on patient outcomes is mixed. For example, one study found that hospital closures in a large metropolitan area increased deaths for certain conditions for which prompt medical care is crucial (such as heart attacks) but had no effect on deaths for conditions for which prompt medical care is less important. A recent national study found that hospital closures over the 2003–2011 period had no effect on local mortality rates or hospital admission rates.

Hospital mergers and closures have occurred often in the past. To the extent that mergers or closures occur in the future, it may be difficult to determine what caused them and whether or to what extent they might have occurred in the absence of changes to Medicare’s payments or other federal policies.

6. Conclusion
The effects of the federal policies examined in this paper on hospitals’ financial performance are highly uncertain and will depend largely on the responses of hospitals. They will also be influenced by the

---

67 According to one study, the merger of two or more hospitals typically results in substantial savings, but the consolidation of hospitals into “systems,” which involves less integration between hospitals than occurs in mergers, generally does not result in cost savings. See David Dranove and Richard Lindrooth, “Hospital Consolidation and Costs: Another Look at the Evidence,” Journal of Health Economics, vol. 22, no. 6 (November 2003), pp. 983–997.


effectiveness of new payment models that are being tested as well as variants of those models and other models that are likely to be tested in the future—or by other innovations that are difficult to foresee.

According to AHA data, the financial health of hospitals has generally improved in recent years. For example, aggregate hospital margins rose from 7.0 percent in 2011 to 8.3 percent in 2014, and the share of hospitals with a negative margin slipped from 24 percent to 23 percent during that period. That recent trend does not necessarily provide a good indicator of hospitals’ financial health in the longer term, however, because the reduction in Medicare’s payment rate updates has been in effect for only a few years, and hospitals benefited from the beginning of the coverage expansion. In addition, the AHA data indicate that hospitals’ payments from private payers grew relative to their costs of serving those patients during that period, but it is not clear whether that trend will persist.

It is also unclear whether the quality of care delivered by hospitals will continue to improve as it has in the past or whether improvements in quality will be slowed—or even reversed. Given those uncertainties and the importance of the hospital industry to the health care system and the U.S. economy, it will be important for policymakers and analysts to closely monitor hospitals’ financial performance, the quality of care they deliver, and patients’ access to hospital services in Medicare and more broadly.
Appendix A.
Critical Access Hospitals

The Balanced Budget Act of 1997 authorized states to create a “Medicare Rural Hospital Flexibility Program,” which allows certain hospitals to be designated as critical access hospitals (CAHs). In order to attain CAH status, hospitals must be located more than a 35-mile drive from the closest hospital (15 miles in mountainous terrain). Before 2006, a hospital could convert to CAH status without meeting the distance requirement if it was certified by a state as a “necessary provider” for residents in the area. Starting in 2006, hospitals were required to meet the distance requirement to be classified as a CAH, although hospitals that had already attained CAH status without meeting the distance requirement were allowed to remain CAHs. As a result of that change in law, the number of CAHs in the United States has remained roughly constant since 2006—at about 1,200—after growing rapidly in previous years.

CAHs must have no more than 25 inpatient beds, with up to 10 additional beds in a separate rehabilitation or psychiatric unit, and operate an emergency department at all times. In addition, patients at CAHs must have an average length of stay of no more than 96 hours. For the purposes of this paper, the primary difference between CAHs and other acute care hospitals is that they are not paid under the inpatient and outpatient prospective payment systems that the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) uses to pay most acute care hospitals. Instead, CMS pays those hospitals at 101 percent of reasonable costs for inpatient and outpatient services. As such, the reductions in payment updates in the Affordable Care Act are not applicable to CAHs. In 2011, there were a total of 1,265 CAHs in the cost report data, but they accounted for only 2 percent of Medicare discharges.

In general, CAHs are much more likely to be publicly owned than the average hospital (see Table A-1). More than 40 percent of CAHs are publicly owned (compared with 16 percent of hospitals in the main analysis). Likewise, CAHs are much less likely to have for-profit ownership (6 percent for CAHs versus 26 percent for hospitals in the main analysis). Virtually no CAHs are teaching hospitals, and nearly 90 percent of them are in rural areas. CAHs are also more likely to treat Medicare patients: Those patients account for more than 50 percent of discharges in 66 percent of CAHs, and they account for 25 percent to 50 percent of discharges in an additional 31 percent of CAHs. Despite Medicare’s higher payment rates, CAHs are also, on average, in somewhat worse financial shape than other acute care hospitals: Aggregate margins among CAHs were 4.0 percent in 2012, and 35 percent of CAHs had negative margins.

74 Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services, Medicare Learning Network, Critical Access Hospital (September 2014), http://go.usa.gov/3GdvR.

75 CAHs are required to be located in a rural area—that is, outside a metropolitan statistical area, or MSA, as defined by the Office of Management and Budget—or to meet certain other criteria that qualify them as rural (such as being in an area designated as rural by state law). A small percentage of CAHs are classified as urban in Table A-1 because we based our estimates on whether or not areas are inside MSAs (that is, we did not account for the additional criteria that can be used to qualify a CAH as having a rural service area).

76 To construct those estimates of the financial performance of CAHs, we applied the same restrictions that we applied in constructing the tables in the main report. In particular, we excluded CAHs that had missing or incomplete information on revenues and expenses, extreme values for margins that we did not regard as credible, and cost reports covering only a portion of a year.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Critical Access Hospitals</th>
<th>Acute Care Hospitals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Hospitals</td>
<td>1,201</td>
<td>3,059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of Ownership</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonprofit</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For-profit</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publicly owned</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching Status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major teaching</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other teaching</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonteaching</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupancy Rate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than 50 percent</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between 50 percent and 75 percent</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equal to or greater than 75 percent</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of Medicare Discharges</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than 25 percent</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between 25 percent and 50 percent</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equal to or greater than 50 percent</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of Medicaid Discharges</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than 5 percent</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between 5 percent and 20 percent</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equal to or greater than 20 percent</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggregate Margin</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospitals With a Negative Margin</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The analysis excludes hospitals besides critical access hospitals that are paid on a cost basis (that is, children's, and cancer hospitals) and non-acute care hospitals (such as rehabilitation, long-term care, and psychiatric hospitals). Maryland hospitals are excluded because they are paid under a statewide all-payer rate-setting mechanism that is not directly affected by the reduction in payment updates mandated by the Affordable Care Act. Hospitals with incomplete reports or outlier margins that yielded profits or losses exceeding 50 percent are also excluded. Cost reports were assigned to a given federal fiscal year if hospitals' fiscal years started within six months of October 1st (so, for example, cost reports beginning between April 1, 2010, and March 31, 2011, were assigned to fiscal year 2011).

* = between zero and 0.5 percent.

Conversion to critical access status affected some hospital characteristics. For example, although many CAHs were considerably smaller than the average hospital before their conversion to CAH status, a large number of them reduced their number of beds in the conversion. In 2000, hospitals that had yet to convert to CAH status (but had done so by 2012) had an average capacity of 37 beds. Roughly 25 percent of them had no more than 25 beds, and half had no more than 35 beds. After conversion, the average capacity was
Table A-2.
Aggregate Margins for Hospitals That Converted to Critical Access Hospitals, 2002 to 2009

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Aggregate Margin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Two Years Before Transition</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One Year Before Transition</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One Year After Transition</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two Years After Transition</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three Years After Transition</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

23 beds, and all hospitals had no more than 35 beds. Consistent with that shift, occupancy at CAHs rose from under 27 percent in 2000 to 34 percent in 2012 for the same set of hospitals. Other characteristics—such as the distribution of discharges between Medicare, Medicaid, and other payers and the share of hospitals that were publicly owned or had nonprofit status—remained mostly the same before and after conversion.

On average, conversion to CAH status, and the resulting increase in Medicare payments, had the expected positive impact on the financial status of those hospitals. Among hospitals that converted to CAH status between 2002 and 2009, aggregate margins were 0.3 percent two years before conversion and negative 0.1 percent one year before conversion (see Table A-2). One year after conversion, the aggregate margin rose to 4.5 percent. Aggregate margins fell slightly two years later but remained positive.
Appendix B.
The Persistence of Negative Margins

More than one-quarter of hospitals had a negative margin in 2011, according to this analysis. That estimate is generally in line with estimates from the American Hospital Association, which indicate that the share of hospitals with a negative margin has averaged about one-quarter over the past 20 years. Those findings raise interesting questions about how persistent negative margins tend to be, what happens when hospitals have negative margins in multiple years, and whether hospitals with a negative margin in a given year are less likely than other hospitals to remain in operation.

To answer those questions, we examined the percentage of hospitals with negative margins in each year during the 2000–2007 period. (We chose that period to have a considerable length of time largely unaffected by the severe recession that began in December 2007.) Among hospitals that remained in operation during that eight-year period, 22 percent had negative margins for at least four years, and 14 percent had negative margins for at least five years (see Figure B-1). Only 35 percent of hospitals never had a year with a negative margin during that time. Changing the analysis to examine hospitals with margins below negative 1 percent yields a similar pattern: Nearly 17 percent of hospitals had margins below negative 1 percent for at least four years, and 10 percent of hospitals had margins below that threshold for at least five years. We also obtained a very similar pattern for hospitals classified by ownership status (nonprofit, for-profit, or publicly owned). Thus, the findings regarding the persistence of negative margins for the entire sample are not driven by the experiences of hospitals under a particular type of ownership or by limitations in the data that vary by type of ownership. We excluded from the analysis hospitals that converted to critical access hospitals and those that closed or were acquired by another hospital between 2000 and 2007. Hospitals that closed or were acquired by another hospital during that period were more likely to have had at least one year with a negative margin, but persistent negative margins do not necessarily lead to a hospital’s closure or acquisition.

We next examined whether and to what extent hospitals that had a negative margin in 2000 were less likely to have still been in operation in 2007 than hospitals that had a positive margin in 2000. We found that 29 percent of hospitals had a negative margin in 2000 and that 78 percent of those hospitals were still in operation in 2007 (that is, they had neither closed nor been acquired by another hospital). By comparison, 93 percent of the hospitals that had a positive margin in 2000 were still in operation in 2007. Thus, although it is not uncommon for hospitals to operate while experiencing negative margins—even for several years—negative margins are slightly predictive of closing or being acquired by another hospital.

For-profit hospitals are less likely to remain in operation than nonprofit and public hospitals, regardless of whether they have positive or negative margins. Among hospitals that experienced a negative margin in 2000, 64 percent of for-profit hospitals were still in operation in 2007, compared with 86 percent of public hospitals and 80 percent of nonprofit hospitals. Among hospitals that experienced a positive margin in 2000, 85 percent of for-profit hospitals were still in operation in 2007, compared with 94 percent of both nonprofit and public hospitals.
Figure B-1.
Distribution of Hospitals, by Number of Years With a Negative Margin, 2000 to 2007

Percent


The analysis excludes hospitals that are paid on a cost basis (that is, critical access, children’s, and cancer hospitals) and non-acute care hospitals (such as rehabilitation, long-term care, and psychiatric hospitals). Maryland hospitals are excluded because they are paid under a statewide all-payer rate-setting mechanism that is not directly affected by the reduction in payment updates mandated by the Affordable Care Act. Hospitals with incomplete reports or outlier margins that yielded profits or losses exceeding 50 percent are also excluded. Cost reports were assigned to a given federal fiscal year if hospitals’ fiscal years started within six months of October 1st (so, for example, cost reports beginning between April 1, 2010, and March 31, 2011, were assigned to fiscal year 2011).
Appendix C.
Hospital Margins Over Multiple Years

For the projections presented in this paper, we used 2011 as the base year and calculated the share of hospitals that would have negative profit margins in each year of the projection period (2012 to 2025) under the various scenarios. An alternative approach we considered was to compute the average margin for each hospital over a period of several years and then project the share of hospitals that would have negative margins over a multiyear period in the future. A potential advantage of that alternative approach is that margins averaged over several years are likely to exhibit less random fluctuation than margins in a single year and thus might provide a clearer picture of hospitals’ financial status. A hospital that lost money in one year but was profitable, on average, over a longer period would face less financial stress than a hospital that lost money year after year.

To investigate that issue, we computed average margins over the 2004–2007 period. We chose that period to have several years of data that were unaffected by the recent severe recession. We found that the share of hospitals with negative margins over that period—22 percent—was only slightly lower than the share in a given year. When we weighted the averages by revenues (thus constructing hospitals’ margins on the basis of overall revenues and costs for the time period), the share with negative margins slipped to 21 percent. For comparison, the unweighted share of hospitals with negative margins in a single year within that period was only slightly higher, ranging from 22 percent (in 2005) to 25 percent (in 2004).

That finding suggests that measuring and projecting the share of hospitals with negative margins for a single year provides useful information about the extent of financial pressures that hospitals face. Single-year margins offer several other advantages, too. Unlike multiyear margins, single-year margins are directly comparable to the projections made by the actuaries at the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services. In addition, they are less complicated to calculate. Developing a model to project the margins of a given hospital over a multiyear period would be a complex task, because it would have to take into account quantitatively the correlations of hospitals’ margins across years (that is, how the probability of having a negative margin in one year depended on the path of margins in previous years). Those historical correlations would reflect both the pressures that hospitals face and their responses to those pressures, whereas our projections are designed to isolate the pressures only and not hospitals’ responses.
Appendix D.
Projections of the Share of Revenues in Hospitals With a Negative Margin

Projections of the share of total revenue in hospitals with a negative margin are useful because they provide information on the relative size of such hospitals. In the base year (2011), hospitals with a negative margin were smaller than average; in particular, the 27 percent of hospitals with a negative margin in 2011 received 17 percent of total hospital revenue. That same pattern holds for the projections in 2025, but that largely reflects the simple approach we adopted for this analysis. Specifically, we did not account for any possible responses by hospitals (such as closures, mergers, or acquisitions) or changes in services offered that might alter the distribution of patient revenue across hospitals.

Under Scenario 1 analyzed in this paper (which incorporates the effects of the reductions in Medicare’s payment updates while holding all other factors constant) and assuming that hospitals achieved the same productivity growth as the economy as a whole through 2025, we project that the share of revenue in hospitals with a negative margin would increase from 17 percent in 2011 to 25 percent in 2025 (see Table D-1, column 4, top panel). If hospitals’ productivity grew at 0.4 percent annually during that period, we project that the share of revenue in hospitals with a negative margin would rise to 38 percent in 2025. However, if hospitals’ productivity remained constant during that period, we project that the share of revenue in hospitals with a negative margin would rise to 50 percent in 2025. The percentage-point changes in the share of revenue in hospitals with a negative margin are similar to the changes in the share of hospitals with a negative margin—and that similarity holds for all of the scenarios analyzed in this paper.

Scenarios 2 and 3 build on the previous scenarios by incorporating the effects of the coverage expansions, the Affordable Care Act’s cuts in disproportionate share hospital payments, and quality-related penalties. Under scenario 3, if hospitals achieved the same productivity growth as the economy as a whole through 2025, we project that the share of revenue in hospitals with a negative margin would rise from 17 percent in 2011 to 23 percent in 2025 (see Table D-1, column 8, top panel). If hospitals’ productivity grew at 0.4 percent annually, we project that the share of revenue in hospitals with a negative margin would rise to 35 percent in 2025. However, if hospitals’ productivity remained constant, we project that the share of revenue in hospitals with a negative margin would rise to 46 percent.

The final scenario builds on the previous scenarios by incorporating various reductions in hospitals’ payments that were not part of the Affordable Care Act. It thus reflects the net effect of all factors included in this paper. If hospitals achieved the same productivity growth as the economy as a whole 2025, we project that the share of revenue in hospitals with a negative margin under that scenario would rise from 17 percent in 2011 to 33 percent in 2025 (see Table D-1, column 10, top panel). If hospitals’ productivity grew at 0.4 percent annually, we project that the share of revenue in hospitals with a negative margin would rise to 44 percent in 2025. However, if hospitals’ productivity remained constant, we project that the share of revenue in hospitals with a negative margin would rise to 54 percent in 2025.
Table D-1.
Share of Revenue in Hospitals With a Negative Margin and Hospitals’ Aggregate Margins, by Scenario and Rate of Productivity Growth, 2025

Percent

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure of Hospital Profitability</th>
<th>Base Year</th>
<th>Scenario 0</th>
<th>Scenario 1</th>
<th>Scenario 2</th>
<th>Scenario 3</th>
<th>Scenario 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2011)</td>
<td>Level</td>
<td>Change² Level</td>
<td>Change² Level</td>
<td>Change² Level</td>
<td>Change² Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of Revenue in Hospitals With a Negative Margin</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>+16</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggregate Margin</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>-3.8</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>+1.7</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of Revenue in Hospitals With a Negative Margin</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>+24</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>-11</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggregate Margin</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>-4.0</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>+1.7</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of Revenue in Hospitals With a Negative Margin</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>+27</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggregate Margin</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>-4.2</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>+1.7</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Economywide Productivity Growth

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario 1</th>
<th>Scenario 2</th>
<th>Scenario 3</th>
<th>Scenario 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Change² Level</td>
<td>Change² Level</td>
<td>Change² Level</td>
<td>Change² Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 0</td>
<td>Scenario 1</td>
<td>Scenario 2</td>
<td>Scenario 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change² Level</td>
<td>Change² Level</td>
<td>Change² Level</td>
<td>Change² Level</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Scenario 0: no payment update cuts.
Scenario 1: cuts in Medicare’s payment updates.
Scenario 2: the same as Scenario 1 plus insurance coverage expansion.
Scenario 3: the same as Scenario 2 plus disproportionate share hospital payment cuts and penalties related to quality of care.
Scenario 4: the same as Scenario 3 plus additional reductions in hospital payments.

The analysis excludes hospitals that are paid on a cost basis (that is, critical access, children’s, and cancer hospitals) and non-acute care hospitals (such as rehabilitation, long-term care, and psychiatric hospitals). Maryland hospitals are excluded because they are paid under a statewide all-payer rate-setting mechanism that is not directly affected by the reduction in payment updates mandated by the Affordable Care Act. Hospitals with incomplete reports or outlier margins that yielded profits or losses exceeding 50 percent are also excluded. Cost reports were assigned to a given federal fiscal year if hospitals’ fiscal years started within six months of October 1st (so, for example, cost reports beginning between April 1, 2010, and March 31, 2011, were assigned to fiscal year 2011).

a. Change from previous scenario: numbers may not add up because of rounding.
b. This amount varies each year, but is, on average, 0.8 percent.